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Abstract

RAILWAY axles are one of the most critical components in railway vehicles since
their failure can lead to derailment and, potentially, to major safety issues. A
large proportion of all accidents in the rail industry related to rolling stock fail-

ures is due to fatigue crack propagation in the axles. To avoid catastrophic failure,
axles are inspected periodically at regular intervals to detect the presence of defects
or faults. However, despite the high standards of present engineering practice in non-
destructive inspection of axles, fatigue-induced in-service failures of railway axles still
occasionally occur, representing a serious threat to the safe operation of railway sys-
tems. Therefore, the implementation of continuous structural health monitoring (SHM)
technique plays a pivotal role in further reducing in-service failures of railway axles.

In this thesis, a new approach for continuous SHM parameters of railway axle during
its operation is proposed. The approach depends on measuring the Low Frequency
Vibration (LFV) arising from the axle in-service bending deflections. The methodology
for estimating the condition of axle is based on the so called breathing mechanism of
fatigue crack, which is affecting the bending stiffness and thus generating additional
vibration in vertical and horizontal (perpendicular to axle axis in the traveling direction)
directions due to the change of crack angular position with respect to the load direction.
Specific patterns of this vibration, namely NxRev components (harmonic components
at frequencies that are integer multiples of the frequency of rotation), can be used for
axle fault detection purposes.

To assess the possible use of the proposed SHM approach, a combination of numer-
ical and experimental investigations has been carried out. The numerical investigations
are based on non-linear Finite Element (FE) models of cracked railway axle (consid-
ering both detailed solid models (using 3D elements) and simplified beam-line models
(using Timoshenko beam elements) for solid and hollow axles. After validation, the
models are used to investigate the optimal placement of sensors as well as the mini-
mum size of a detectable crack. Experimental activities have been performed on the
test bench for rotating bending tests on full-scale railway axle specimen available at the
laboratory of the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Politecnico di Mialno.
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In order to consider the effect of disturbances arising from train-track interaction,
track irregularity and wheel out-of-roundness, a multi-body model of a complete rail-
way vehicle is defined, incorporating one axle modelled as a flexible cracked axle. This
model is totally new and, after verifications, was used to evaluate the NxRev compo-
nents of axle vibration occurring in presence of axle cracks having different position
along the axle and different size, in combination with different sources of disturbance.

Finally, signal processing techniques are proposed which are able to deal with the
unfavorable signal/noise ratio presented by the crack detection problem and with the
fact that the speed of revolution of the axle is not constant, leading to non-stationary
vibration signal. To this aim, two de-noising strategies are proposed, one using a tacho-
signal, the other only relying on acceleration measurements.

The final results of this work show that the fatigue crack of railway axles can be
detected using the axle bending vibrations measurements. The 2xRev and 3xRev com-
ponents of the horizontal axle-box acceleration are well correlated to the size of the
crack and are almost insensitive to the effect of the disturbances considered in this
study, hence, they can be used for the continuous monitoring of axle integrity. The sig-
nal processing technique developed in this work proved to be fully adequate to extract
information related to the presence of a crack even in case of large variation of vehicle
speed and large disturbance from wheel-rail interaction.

A simple criterion for crack detection threshold is defined and applied to the results,
showing the possibility of detecting cracks with size in the order of 15-20% of the total
section area, depending on crack location.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

1.1 Background

Due to the increasing demand for faster and more secure rail transport, reliable passen-
ger and freight rolling stocks are required. Railway vehicles consist of many different
elements, some of which being critical from safety point of view. Wheelsets are one
of the most critical components in railway vehicles, in both wagons and locomotives
because their failures can lead to derailment and potentially, to major safety issues in-
cluding loss of human lives. Train wheelsets consist of three main components, the
wheels, the axle and the bearings.

A large proportion of all accidents in the rail industry related to rolling stock failures
is due to crack propagation in the axles. To avoid catastrophic failures, axles compo-
nents are inspected periodically at regular intervals in order to detect the presence of
defects or faults, e.g. for freight wagons, every 600,000 km or 6 years. To apply an
effective inspection test (like Magnetic Particles (MP) or Ultra-Sonic (US)) axles need
to be removed from the bogie at the maintenance schedule and disassemble the auxil-
iary systems (e.g. the brakes and the traction motor) to access to the main body of the
axles. Due to the possibility that the wheelset defects can develop during service and
evolve very rapidly, the railway industry has started to invest heavily in the continuous
monitoring of wheelsets to minimise the chance of a catastrophic derailment [1, 2].

According to recent study of the D-RAIL FP7 project considered the railway acci-
dents that have been reported in 23 countries over the past years [3], it was shown that
out of the 700 accidents considered, 37% of them were due to rolling stock faults (see
Figure 1.1) and 84% of all rolling stock-related accidents were caused by wheelset and
bogie defects (see Figure 1.2). In addition, the D-RAIL FP7 project showed that 41%
of all rolling stock accidents were caused by axle failure which includes axle bearings
failure and axle failure.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Railway accidents cases considered in the D-RAIL FP7 project [2].

Figure 1.2: Cases of rolling stock related accidents [2].

If the axle or axle bearing defect is not detected promptly, it will gradually become
more severe, leading to more serious damage which can lead to catastrophic failures [4].
Early detection of faults helps to schedule maintenance activities of rolling stock in a
more efficient way without changing the minimum required availability of the trains.
Bad maintenance scheduling can lead to reducing the number of available trains, which
in some cases, can cause disturbance of normal train services giving rise to significant
fines or in some cases can lead to serious accidents.
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1.2. Thesis objectives

To avoid fatigue damage in railway axles, the traditional design methods [5,6] based
on the fatigue limit are complemented by a damage tolerant approach [7, 8], according
to which the axles are regularly inspected at proper maintenance intervals by US or MP
testing. However, despite the high standards of present engineering practice in non-
destructive inspection of axles, fatigue-induced in-service failures of railway axles still
occasionally occur, representing a serious threat to the safe operation of railway sys-
tems. Therefore, the implementation of continuous structural health monitoring (SHM)
technique plays a pivotal role in further reducing in-service failures of railway axles.

Different SHM techniques have been proposed to detect fatigue cracks in railway
axles, including acoustic emission (AE) [9], high frequency vibrations (changes in
natural frequencies) [10], microwave testing [11], alternating current field measure-
ments [10], induced current focusing potential drop [10], AC thermography [12] and
laser-air coupled hybrid UT [13].

1.2 Thesis objectives

Considering the actual State of the Art of technologies in railway axles inspections, as
well as developments in other fields of industry, a new approach for continuous SHM
of railway axles is proposed. The approach is based on measuring the Low Frequency
Vibration (LFV) arising from the axle in-service bending deflections. The methodol-
ogy for estimating the condition of axle is based on the so-called breathing mechanism
of fatigue crack, which is affecting the bending stiffness and thus generating additional
vibration in vertical and horizontal (perpendicular to axle axis in the traveling direc-
tion) directions due to the change of crack position with respect to the load direction.
Specific patterns of this vibration, namely NxRev components (harmonic components
at frequencies that are integer multiples of the frequency of rotation) can be used for
fault detection purposes, which facilitates the continuous SHM of the axle.

This approach depends on measuring the axle-boxes vertical and horizontal acceler-
ations and by means of Fourier transform, the vibration measurements can be converted
from time domain to frequency domain (or to angle domain and then to order domain)
to extract the signal harmonic components and track the harmonics trends during the
axle service life. The proposed SHM technique was finalized by defining a warning
criterion in order to give the operator an alarm about future failure of a cracked axle of
the running train.

1.3 Thesis outline

More detailed considerations about railway axles maintenance, as well as the possibility
of using the proposed SHM methodology in railway axle monitoring system will be
detailed described in following chapters of this work:

Chapter 2: In this chapter, a review of the State of the Art of railway axles design re-
quirements is introduced. Next, some examples of axles failed in-service are described.
Afterward, different inspection techniques for railway axles are briefly described to give
the reader insight of currently leading-edge technology of non-destructive testing and
wayside inspection systems. Dynamics related to a crack in rotating shaft are briefly
introduced considering the influence of the crack breathing mechanism, crack shapes
and different crack modeling approaches.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 3: A complete description of Finite Element models of cracked railway
axle is introduced in this chapter. These models consist of full-scale hollow and solid
axles with complete properties, model of material damping, model of different crack
sizes and different crack locations, considering several boundary conditions as for lab
tests and as for a rolling wheelset in real environment.

Two models were built using different types of Finite Elements. The first model was
built using solid elements included in ABAQUS commercial software. Considering the
computational cost of the solid elements, a simplified model of the cracked axle using
Timoshenko beam elements, the second model, was constructed and the effect of crack
breathing mechanism was introduced at one element depending on the crack location
and size. MATLAB software was used to implement the second model.

Two levels of validation are performed to test the validity of using the simple Fi-
nite Element model to represent the influence of breathing mechanism in railway axle
dynamics. Firstly, validation against experimental results, obtained from full-scale ro-
tating bending tests performed on the Dynamic Test Bench for Railway Axles available
at the labs of Politecnico di Milano, is performed. Secondly, the Timoshenko beam FE
model is compared to numerical results obtained from the solid FE model.

After validation, different locations of the crack with different sizes are modeled and
their results are reported and discussed. To test the possibility of using this proposed
technique in cases of axles with crack under press-fit parts, two experiments were car-
ried out on full scale solid axle specimens and their results are included in this chapter.

Chapter 4: To take into account properly the effect of disturbances associated with
track irregularity, wheel out of roundness and flexibility of the track, more realistic
boundary conditions than the ones used in chapter 3 were considered for the wheelset.
In this chapter, a multi-body (MB) model of a railway vehicle also considering track
flexibility was built and merged with the Timoshenko beam FE model of one cracked
axle to form a detailed model of a railway vehicle with one cracked axle.

In this model, called MB-FE model, the simplified model of crack breathing mech-
anism mentioned in chapter 3 is applied to a specific beam element, depending on the
crack location. The MB-FE model was verified against Polimi conventional railway
vehicle MB software (ADTReS). After verification, The MB-FE model was used to
study the influence of different locations of crack propagation on the vibration signals
measured at the vehicle axle-boxes in vertical and horizontal direction. Finally, in the
last section of this chapter, a simple criterion for crack detection threshold is defined
and applied to the numerical results of cracked axle.

Chapter 5: This chapter introduces a brief revision of the State of the Art of data
treatment techniques regarding rotating machine signals. A proposed technique is pre-
sented to extract the NxRev features from non-stationary signals with low signal to
noise ratio. The proposed signal processing technique is applied to crack simulated
signal corrupted with random noise to assess the possibility of using this technique
to extract the signal harmonics. Moreover, a tacho-less technique suitable for railway
continuous SHM applications is proposed and validated.

Chapter 6: In this chapter, the conclusions of this work, as well as some further
developments for the future work, are presented.
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CHAPTER2
Review of the State of the Art

2.1 Railway axles service life

Railway axles are commonly operated over a service life of 30 years or more which
refers to a very high number of loading cycles in the order of 109. Railway axles are
designed for a long term of operation. However, there are known cases of their failure,
which are caused by defects that arise during the operation and serve as a source of
origin and development of crack to critical size [14–16]. During the 20th century, the
number of failures of railway axles was reduced drastically due to improved steels
and assessment concepts. According to the railway safety performance report of the
European Railway Agency (ERA) of 2011 [1, 14], the number of broken axles in the
European union between 2006 and 2009 was in total 329. Related to the number of
about 1.66 × 1010 train kilometers over these four years this refers to one fracture
event per 50.45 million train kilometers. Railway axles were investigated at the very
beginning of fatigue research and design. Fatigue failure of axle has been a problem
for engineers since the railway service started in the early part of the 19th century.

Railway axles are one of the most important components in railway systems since
a fail-safe design is not available where their failure can lead to derailment and, poten-
tially, to major loss of functionality and human lives. In order to maintain the safety
of railway systems, a large number of investigation and experiments have been carried
out by outstanding research ever since, and many improvements have been made in the
material, manufacturing, heat treatment, design method and inspection techniques. To
increase the fatigue strength of the press fitted part of the axle, which suffered from
fretting fatigue, heat treatment of induction hardening method has been applied. Axles
in service are regularly checked by ultrasonic testing and magnetic particle inspection.
It is known that in-service defects in the cylindrical bodies, especially in the axle of
railway transport, often take the form of semi-elliptical surface crack [14–17].
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Chapter 2. Review of the State of the Art

One of the main parameters that characterize the fatigue crack growth (FCG) is the
stress intensity factor (SIF). Press fit technology is commonly used for an attachment of
components of railway wheelsets, e.g. axles, wheel and traction gears. Besides design
of axles and press fitted joints including optimum dimensions, material selection and
surface treatment are important issues. According to EN 13261 [6], steel EA1N and
EA4T are considered as standard materials of railway axles, first of them being a low
strength carbon steel with 0.4%C. EA4T is a low alloyed steel with fairly high strength.
Despite a proper axle design is implemented, a chance of damage initiation due to
corrosion, ballast impact or metallurgical defects during service cannot be completely
eliminated. It is therefore common practice to regularly inspect railway axles by means
of visual inspection or non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques.

2.2 Some railway accidents involving axles

Railway axles and wheels are a couple of the most important components in railway
vehicle with regard to safety. Axles are mechanical components whose failure can
produce catastrophic consequences, as previously mentioned. The following accidents
are examples of railway axle failures for which fatigue failure was the main mechanism.

Accident 1: The first reported accident caused by a broken axle occurred on
the line between Paris and Versailles, May 1842.
This accident was the first railway accident resulting in serious damage. In this acci-
dent, the driving axle of a four-wheel locomotive was broken suddenly with the result-
ing death of 100 people. This accident initiated the research and study on the failure
mechanisms of railway axles including their wear and fatigue (Figure 2.1) [18].

Figure 2.1: First railway accident which caused major loss of life (left: Meudon accident; right: the
sketch of broken axle) [18].

Accident 2: The derailment of a freight train at Rickerscote, March 1996.
One person was killed and 10 injured in this accident which was caused by a broken
axle which was reported as a complete fracture of an axle and consequent derailment
of a two-axle freight wagon containing liquid carbon dioxide. The derailed wagons
blocked the adjacent line and were run into by a traveling post office train going in the
opposite direction. When the broken axle was examined, it was clear that the corrosion
pitting increased the stress locally in the axle to initiate a fatigue crack. At the mid-span
section of the axle, where the paint had flaked off the surface, there were corrosion pits

8
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2.2. Some railway accidents involving axles

mostly about 0.03 mm deep and one about 0.05 mm deep. It is likely that the crack,
which initiated from one of these pits, grew and led the failure of the axle into two
pieces [19, 20].

Accident 3: Fracture of an axle at Shield Junction, Scotland, January 1998.
The fracture surface of the broken axle was studied, and the results showed that the
propagation of two cracks had caused the fracture. The damaged bitumen had allowed
the salt solution to come into contact with the surface of the axle and remain trapped
there and produce a corrosive environment which increased the local stress. This cor-
rosive environment combined with the in-service mechanical stresses had caused the
failure of the axle. The damage caused by the stress corrosion fatigue is more severe
than that of corrosion or fatigue loading acting alone [19, 20].

Accident 4: Fracture of an axle caused derailment of the train at Brenerely
Junction, June 2002.
The broken axle of this accident had been tested with magnetic particle inspection
method to detect any cracks on its surface when it was fitted with a new set of wheels
in 1988. Because the axles were grit blasted before inspection using magnetic parti-
cles to remove all the rust patches on the surface, the cracks could not be detected and
missed [19, 20].

Accident 5: Derailment of Canadian national railways Quebec due to broken
axle, Canada, February 2001.
On 15 February 2001, CN train No. G-894-31-14 derailed 25 cars at Mile 12.56 of
the Drummondville Subdivision, near Trudel, Quebec [21]. Twenty-four cars were
destroyed, together with a main-track switch, the signal system, and 800 meters of
track (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3). The derailment was caused by the fatigue fracture in an
axle on car CNWX 107921. The fatigue failure occurred at a site where accumulation
of moisture created corrosion pitting, which led to the initiation and development of
fatigue fractures, and consequently, the axle failure.

Figure 2.2: Canadian railway accident, February 2001.
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Chapter 2. Review of the State of the Art

Figure 2.3: Broken axle of the Canadian accident, 2001, and zoom in the fatigue failure surface.

At the time of this failure, the fatigue fracture covered over 65 percent of the frac-
ture surface. Initiation occurred at sites with corrosion pitting in the axle journal fillet.
While the fracture surfaces were highly oxidized, there were no signs of overheating on
any of the components, as mentioned in the accident final report. The corrosion pitting
on the axle journal fillets, as well as spalling on the bearing ring, cones and axle roller
bearings, indicated that moisture penetrated and accumulated in the area.

Accident 6: The accident of central station in Koln, Germany, July 2008.
In this accident, fortunately, the train derailed as a result of the broken axle when it
was running on the switches at very low speed and, therefore, there were no major
consequences. This accident affected a driving axle of an ICE3 trainset (see Figure
2.4). An interesting failure analysis is reported in [22].

Figure 2.4: Broken axle of the IC518 ICE3 train in the Koln main station, 9.7.2008. (left: the broken
driving axle seen from the internal side, right: investigators looking at the derailed train [22]).

Accident 7: The derailment of a freight train in Italy, June 29, 2009.
A less luck case is the axle failure which was responsible for one of the most tragic
railway disasters which happened in Europe in the last decade. The freight train 50325
Trecate-Gricignano, composed of a locomotive and 14 tanks carrying liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG), derailed in the Viareggio station, Italy, on 29.6.2009 (see Figures 2.5 and 2.6).

The derailment was as a result of the sudden failure of the leading axle of the first
wagon. After the derailment, the tank wagon overturned and started leaking LPG
which, after a few minutes, caught fire, burning a large area around the railway sta-
tion, killing 32 people and many more were injured with severe burns [23].
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2.3. Beginning of research in railway axles failure

Figure 2.5: Broken axle that caused the Viareggio accident, Italy, (left), zoom in the fractured section
(right).

Figure 2.6: Some snapshots of the Trecate-Gricignano derailment accident.

2.3 Beginning of research in railway axles failure

Because railway wheelsets are safety critical components and their failures can cause
derailments, deaths and injuries, as mentioned before, and because wheelsets cannot
be duplicated, safety can be obtained only through a severe and rigorous inspection
plan with the use of many non-destructive testing technologies, such as Visual Inspec-
tion (VI), Magnetic Particles testing, and Ultra-Sonic testing. It should be remembered
that the concept of "zero risk" is intrinsically impossible in any mechanical system,
i.e. the probability of failure intended as the mathematical function that describes the
possibility of occurrence can never be zero. That’s why "risk management" is so fun-
damental for all railway components, especially for axles. Although the useful life of
some wheelsets may be rather long (30 years), wheels, axle or bearings may fail in
service and need regular checks as well. Definitely, the failure of running axle leads to
a derailment, so a special attention has been paid for their conditions.

Axles are historically the weakest component of the wheelset [23]. Meudon accident
on 8 May 1842 (the previously mentioned, Figure 2.1) was the main reason initiating
the researches performed by August Wöhler, which are still the basis of the knowl-
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Chapter 2. Review of the State of the Art

edge of material fatigue. Stresses reverse every half cycle ("rotating bending") and
this makes the axle a component prone to in-service failure. This is why regulations
impose that maximum stresses are limited and that materials with well-known crack
propagation rules are used. Despite almost two hundred years of development, statis-
tics say that broken axles still represent a quite common event. An interesting report
of the ESIS/TC24 [23] indicates that 78 axles were broken in 2006, 103 in 2007, and
104 in 2008. More recent statistics can be found in the 2017 report of ERA on railway
safety [24].

In 1848 James and Galton published results of tests on large iron bars subjected to
alternating loads as there were known from railway axles [25]. They showed that the
loads causing failure were lowered by up to two thirds as compared to static loading in
such cases. A few years later, German railway engineer, August Wöhler, started his test
series, the results of which were published between 1858 and 1871 [26]. In Figure 2.7,
the upper drawing shows Wöhler’s apparatus for the measurement of service strains on
railway axles. The dashed line indicates the deflected position and the below drawing
shows Wöhler’s apparatus built for fatigue testing by applying a reserved bending to an
axle like a specimen [27].

Figure 2.7: Wöhler’s apparatus fatigue testing machine (upper: strain measurements , lower: experi-
ments replicate real loading) [25].

The development of the S-N (or σ-N, stress versus number of cycles to failure) curve
based fatigue design triggered by these early activities was highly important not only
for railway applications but for engineering in general [15]. Wöhler led to the identifi-
cation of the fatigue limit for steels. Despite its long use, there is a growing evidence
that for lives longer than the conventional 106 to 107 cycles, at which the fatigue limit is
determined, the safe stress range continues to be eroded down to 109 cycles and more,
which is at the very long lives typical of that required for axles and wheels. Further-
more, Wöhler’s studies clearly identified the benefits of gradual transitions in profile.
He also observed fretting initiated failures due to micro-slip between press fitted wheels
and axles [26].
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2.4. Hollow and solid railway axles

Paper [28] analyzed the causes of failure in railway axles to show how the results
have been applied to improve axle manufacture and in-service inspection. The paper
compared the axles used in Europe and Japan in terms of their fatigue design strategy.
The results of stress analysis calculations that were performed for various different
North American freight railway axle designs were presented in [29]. Moreover, the
paper proposed that a standard axle stress analysis method should be adopted by the
North American freight railway industry for new axle designs.

Reference [30] emphasized that in spite of the criticality of axles, modern approaches
have not been used in addressing a critical revision of traditional design. In this paper,
the scale effects in fatigue limit and in crack growth rate for high strength steel used for
high speed railway axles were studied. Two cases of failures in axles and cylindrical
roller bearings of a freight wagon servicing for about 30 years were examined in [31].
The examination proved that the failures were caused by fatigue fractures of the in-
ner rings of the bearings. Dynamic strength of bearings was exceeded, then the rings
widened and the axle slid in them. Finally, the axle-box housing deformed and breaking
occurred. The failed wheel-drive shaft component used on an unmanned, remotely op-
erated vehicle for maneuvering military targets was studied in [32]. This study showed
how vulnerable such a rotating component can lead to failure by fatigue.

A method of a fatigue life prediction for railway vehicles based on computer simu-
lation was presented in [33]. In this research, stresses were evaluated in certain bogie
cross sections by knowing the forces and predicted the fatigue life by using a cumu-
lative damage theory. Paper [34] presented a design-driven validation approach by
employing a Bayesian approach combining data from both physical experiments and
the computer model, to develop a prediction model as the replacement of the original
computer model for the purpose of design. Moreover, reference [35] presented a single-
loop reliability design optimization formulation based on first-order reliability method
and an equivalent formulation that can also include system-level reliability constraints.

The need to examine axles arises because of their safety critical nature, as previously
introduced. They have been subjected to large numbers of repeated loading cycles.
Each time that the axle rotates, an element of material on the surface of the axle goes
from a compressive state to a tension state of equal magnitude. Factors such as loading
geometry, surface quality, corrosion effect, material failure, being heterogeneous of
micro structure, introduce local stress concentration on components. A failure due to
fatigue crack can be started from the regions including these stress concentration and
then it moves ahead and finally failure occurs, called fatigue fracture. In addition,
instead of maximum stress values, the periodic variation (load cycle) of stress becomes
important. A brief description of the European Community Standards for railway axle
design can be found in [36, 37].

2.4 Hollow and solid railway axles

Railway axles can be grouped as freight wagon axle, coach axle, and locomotive axle.
To improve the vibration isolation ability of railway vehicle, the unsprung mass of the
vehicle has to be reduced. Lighter unsprung mass gives better ride quality because it
can absorb more vibrations than heavier one. Therefore, lighter unsprung masses are
required for high performance applications. In order to get light unsprung mass, high
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Chapter 2. Review of the State of the Art

strength materials have to be used which means high cost and high notch sensitivity
because high strength materials are considered as brittle materials and in result high
strength material is not suitable for railway axles. Another solution is the use of hollow
axles instead of solid ones. As well known that, the least stressed part of an axle is
its core so boring out the core can improve the strength-mass ratio. Thanks to their
reduced mass, hollow axles are one of the key components of the high-speed coach
and are used for high-speed vehicles. The two main types of railway axles, solid and
hollow, are shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Railway axles (left: hollow axle (half section has been shown for sake of visibility) right:
solid axle).

2.5 Review of railway wheelset inspection methods

2.5.1 Wheelset maintenance

Maintenance is obviously important as it affects life cycle cost, reliability and safety of
railway wheelsets. The typical structure of the maintenance cycle of a wheelset consists
of mainly three phases:

1. Regular checks in service to look for abnormal defects such as Rolling Contact
Fatigue (RCF) defects, and/or bearings overheating.

2. Wheel re-profiling by underfloor lathes in "first level" workshops (typically lo-
cated in larger depots and spread over a country).

3. Shipment of the entire wheelset to a "second level" workshop (either belonging to
the train operating company or an external mechanical workshop) for the complete
overhaul when wear has reached its maximum level (e.g. wheels cannot be further
re-profiled), running table defects cannot be rectified (e.g. too large wheel flats) or
simply because the prescribed interval (time) or life (km) run by the wheelset has
reached the limit indicated in the maintenance. Moreover, in this level the sched-
uled inspections of axles are performing to discover any possibility of a beginning
of fatigue cracks.

Second level workshops handle complete wheelsets disassembling the axle-boxes,
the bearings, and the wheels from the axle and then performing VI and MP on the
axle. US inspection test is generally performed in this level without disassembling
the wheelset components. Old wheels are pressed off by cutting or by oil-injection
methods, while new wheels are fitted according to press- or shrink-fit and then turned
by conventional lathes.
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It is evident that this maintenance scheme is well functioning but forces the mov-
ing of heavy and bulk wheelsets to specialized workshops where expensive tools and
equipments are needed (heating ovens / hydraulic presses, large size lathes). Wheelset
maintenance is expensive, time consuming, complex to organize, involves large capital
and human resources.

To ensure that wheelset of railway vehicle is operating in proper condition, neces-
sary maintenance as well as monitoring have to be done periodically for critical com-
ponents of railway wheelsets. Several techniques have been introduced for condition
based monitoring of railway wheelsets (e.g. tread condition detectors, wheel profile
monitoring systems, wheel impact load detectors, hot axle/hot wheels detector, acous-
tic bearing detector and brake pad inspection systems).

2.5.2 NDT for railway axles inspection

Railway axles rupture can be initiated from small notches due to various factors such as
paint detachment, damage from ballast impacts, pitting from corrosion, fretting fatigue
in areas subject to interference fits, and others. This kind of damage can potentially act
as an initiation of a fatigue crack, causing final fracture of the axle. Figure 2.9 shows
some examples of notches that can be evolved to fatigue cracks. Mechanical damage
(like damage from ballast impact) can occur at any time during operation of the axle.

Figure 2.9: Examples of in-service railway axle damage.
a: paint detachment b: corrosion pits c: damage from ballast impact.

Possible damage of axles can be initiated from the invisible (inaccessible) areas
(like wheel seat, break seat), in this case of damage mostly ultrasonic test are being
used. In other hand, cracks start on accessible parts of axle (mostly surface cracks,
like ones initiated by corrosion), magnetic particle inspection, ultrasound techniques or
eddy currents are used to detect this kind of cracks.
Some existing methods and automated systems of fault detection in wheelsets [13] are
briefly presented here:

Ultrasonics inspection techniques

Ultrasonic (US) test uses high frequency sound energy to conduct examinations and
make measurements. US inspection can be used for flaw detection/evaluation, dimen-
sional measurements, material characterization, and more. To illustrate the general
inspection principle, Figure 2.10 presents a configuration of pulse/echo inspection sig-
nal.
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A typical US inspection system consists of several functional units, such as the
pulser/receiver, transducer, and display devices. A pulser/receiver is an electronic de-
vice that can produce high voltage electrical pulses. Driven by the pulser, the transducer
generates high frequency ultrasonic energy. The sound energy is introduced and prop-
agates through the materials in the form of waves. Once the wave meets discontinuity
(such as a crack) in its path, part of the energy will be reflected back from the flaw sur-
face. The reflected wave signal is transformed into an electrical signal by the transducer
and is displayed on a screen. In Figure 2.10, the reflected signal strength is displayed
versus the time from signal generation to when an echo was received. Signal travel time
can be directly related to the distance that the signal traveled. From the signal, infor-
mation about the reflector location, size, orientation and other features can sometimes
be extracted.

Figure 2.10: Basic principle of Ultrasonic inspection technique.

There are well-known techniques of US inspection for railway axles [38] (see Fig-
ure 2.11), especially the solid ones:

• "Near end": the probe scans from the end of the axle to the adjacent wheel seat.

• "High angle": scans from the axle surface are used where inspection is required
under bearings and wheels, where these have not been removed.

• "Far end": scan was developed to inspect the full length of the axle from one end
and is generally applied during overhauls. The signal is very complex and difficult
to interpret.

• Rotating probe through bore: This method can be applied for hollow axles as the
ultrasonic probe passes through the central bore to scan the axle. This method can
be applied by only removing the bearing cover from the sides of the axles (see
Figure 2.12).

• Phased array detection: Phased array detection method is an modification of the
standard ultrasonic inspection. The difference is in a type of probe used to gener-
ate ultrasonic waves. Phased array probe is capable of generating a large number
of different ultrasonic beam profiles from a single probe assembly, thus covering a
greater area of specimen under investigation. By using electronic control system,
ultrasonic beam steering and focusing can be performed decreasing testing time
and increasing detection precision (see Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.11: Crack positions and Ultrasonic axle test geometries.

Figure 2.12: US setup for solid axles (left), US setup for hollow axles (right).

Figure 2.13: Schematic of phased array probe.

Inspection system for hollow axle consist mostly a phased array device with a
probe. By using motor to drive linear axis for moving the probe axially inside
the bore and a PC for device control. This configuration allows reduction of in-
spection time four times in comparison with conventional ultrasonic method (20
minutes versus 5 minutes respectively), see Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Railway hollow axle testing using phased array probe (Source: Socomate International).

Generally, ultrasonic inspection is a very useful and versatile NDT method and it
has some advantages including:

1. It is sensitive to both surface and subsurface discontinuities.

2. The depth of penetration for flaw detection or measurement is superior to other
NDT methods.

3. Only single-sided access is needed when the pulse-echo technique is used.

4. It is highly accurate in determining reflector position and estimating size and
shape.

5. Minimal part preparation is required.

6. Electronic equipment provides instantaneous results.

7. Detailed images can be produced with automated systems.

8. It has other uses, such as thickness measurement, in addition to flaw detection.

Ultrasonic inspection also has some limitations, which include:

1. Skill and training is more extensive than with some other methods.

2. It normally requires a coupling medium to promote the transfer of sound energy
into the test specimen.

3. Materials that are rough, irregular in shape, very small, exceptionally thin or not
homogeneous are difficult to inspect.

4. Cast iron and other coarse-grained materials are difficult to inspect due to low
sound transmission and high signal noise.

5. Linear defects oriented parallel to the sound beam may go undetected.

6. Reference standards are required for both equipment calibration and the charac-
terization of flaws.
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Magnetic particle inspection method (MP)

Possible surface inspection techniques are penetrant testing, e.g. magnetic particle in-
spection (MP) and various electromagnetic techniques. MP inspection is a classical
NDT technique for surface crack detection where a magnetic field is induced in a com-
ponent and the magnetic flux leakage at a surface breaking defect is revealed by spray-
ing the component with a magnetic particle ink. The magnetic field may be produced
by an electromagnet yoke, by current flow in the specimen or by an encircling coil
or adjacent conductor. The magnetic ink may contain black particles (in which case
the surface is usually coated with a thin white contrast paint) or the particles may be
fluorescent, in which case the item is inspected under ultraviolet light [38] (see Fig-
ure 2.15).

Although MP inspection is widely used and is one of the most efficient methods to
look for any surface defects, it has some drawbacks. MP inspection needs complete
removal of axle from the bogie including the wheels which means time consuming
procedure and also, is not so economical. For these reasons this method is used for long
term inspection intervals. Other drawbacks during the disassemble of axle components
before inspection and re-installation of the components after inspection, rubbing may
cause damage to the axle or its components and the axle may become unfit for future
use. To perform a MP inspection test, the axle coating which is done for safety against
corrosion effects has to be removed from the axle and then it is repeated after the axle
inspection [39].

Figure 2.15: Principle of magnetic particle inspection technique.

Eddy current inspection

When alternating current is applied to the coil, a magnetic field develops in and around
it. The alternating magnetic field generated expands as the alternating current rises to
maximum and collapses as the current drops back to zero. The interaction of eddy
currents generated in the test piece with any flaws present will cause variations in the
secondary electromagnetic field produced by the eddy currents giving rise to impulse
changes (see Figure 2.16). Hence, the eddy current effect can be used for crack detec-
tion and qualitative evaluation of their severity [40].

Microwave sensor testing

This method is based on a physical phenomenon called the interaction of electron gas
and ultrasonic waves in metals. Emission of ultrasonic waves on the metal surface
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Figure 2.16: Basic concept of eddy current inspection technique.

is determined by microwave sensor. Theoretical works showed that there is possible
fact to determine remotely dangerous-or-non-dangerous inner metal stress, measuring
the surface conduction (density of surface charges) [11]. Research and testing were
conducted including remote indicators of active defects on steel samples and railway
wheels in static mode as well as dynamic testing in moving mounted wheels. Experi-
ments showed that this new method could be used to determine the initial formation of
active defects (cracks), even under elastic tension.

One of the most important advantages of microwave method is the fact that it can
be used for detecting surface cracks under dielectric coatings. Because microwave sig-
nals easily penetrate inside dielectric materials, this methodology is expected to detect
cracks under dielectric coatings of various thicknesses. It must be noted that dielec-
tric coatings such as paint, corrosion preventative substances, etc., may have varied
thicknesses although they are generally not very thick and are commonly known as the
family of low-loss dielectric materials [41].

AC thermography method

This method depending on passing high frequency electric current through the axle in
inspection station. As the current passes through the inspected specimen, a slight heat-
ing effect is generated and increased at crack ends, creating hot spots at crack corners,
while the temperature decreased at crack centre [12]. The drawback of this inspection
method is that it requires no equipment can be located between the camera recording
temperature changing and the inspection surface. Also, due to possible interference
in temperature reading caused by additional sources (sunlight interference, unexpected
sources of heat reflected), this method needs some improvements before applying in
larger scale application (see Figure 2.17).

Electro-Magnetic array (EMA)

AC Field Measurement (ACFM) is a surface crack inspection technique developed by
TSC inspection systems and is being offered as an inspection technique for various ap-
plications by Bombardier. EMA is another electromagnetic surface inspection system
operating on a slightly different physical principle to ACFM. It was developed by Newt
International and is being offered as a test method by Alstom transport service under
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2.5. Review of railway wheelset inspection methods

Figure 2.17: Principle of AC thermography technique.

the name of EMFaCIS (Electro-Magnetic Metal Fatigue and Crack Inspection Service).
In both cases, an inspection probe (or array of probes) induces an alternating current
in the surface of the component under test. This produces a magnetic field that is dis-
torted by the presence of a crack. Components of the magnetic field are detected and
the equipment displays and records signals that give the length and depth of the defect
calculated by comparison with a theoretical model of the electromagnetic fields.

The techniques are relatively insensitive to lift-off and so can be used to test through
paint coatings. Another advantage arises from the fact that the data is recorded as the
probe is scanned over the component [38]. This means that:
- The scanning can be carried out by less-experienced staff with data analysis by more
skilled staff.
- Data is available for further analysis and checking.
- Inspection can be carried out in conditions of poor access, so long as it is possible to
manipulate the probe over the test surface.

Laser-based ultrasonic cracked axle detection

For cracked axle detection, this method uses a laser in conjunction with standard ultra-
sonic transducer to detect faults on the axle of train passing through a testing station.
A high-energy, pulsed laser is used to generate ultrasonic modes in the axle and a non-
contact, air-coupled transducer to receive the ultrasonic signal emitted by the specimen
which is then sent to a signal processing unit for analysis to determine the presence
of cracks across the axle circumference [41]. Each inspection is capable of detecting
circumferentially oriented cracks across the body of the axle. By repeating the inspec-
tion multiple times around the circumference of the axle, it is possible to detect cracks
around the entire axle body. The automated cracked axle detection system consists of
10 inspection stations, which inspect the axle for cracks greater than 7 [mm] long [41].

High frequency vibrations

System based on high frequency vibrations analysis detects cracked axles through the
use of compensated resonance, by exciting the axle with an impact and measuring the
resulting vibration with an accelerometer in contact with the axle. Changes in the high-
frequency components of the vibration indicate the presence of a crack [41].
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Acoustic emission (AE)

When the damage develops in a material, ultrasonic elastic waves are formed as a re-
leased energy. Acoustic Emission (AE) method is based on observing these waves as
shown in Figure 2.18. In railway field, AE tests are being introduced mostly for investi-
gating the state of a bogie bolster, monitoring the state of rail defects and for acceptance
tests of bearing races but research effort is put on possible application in railway axles
monitoring. Tests conducted on railway axle showed that sensors are capable of sens-
ing fracture of the axle, given that appropriate signal processing is used (achieved with
wavelet de-noising techniques) [41].

Figure 2.18: AE theory principle and its application in crack detection.

2.6 Modern approaches of railway axle integrity

Any non-destructive technique has a detection threshold, i.e. the minimum size of the
defect that can be observed in practice. US devices used for axle integrity checks are
calibrated by using sample defects machined on a specimen made of the same material
as the axle to ensure exactly the same ultrasonic characteristics of the steel. As with
any other experimental, non-destructive technique, US supplies information (known as
"indications") with a degree of uncertainty. This means that the so-called Probability Of
Detection (POD) depends on many factors [23]. An interesting work in the application
of the POD approach to railway axles can be found in [42].

Although deterioration progresses continuously, no on-board monitoring techniques
are currently available to check in real-time the propagation of axle cracks. They can
only be inspected at predetermined intervals. In case a crack of the size below the
detectability threshold is present at a certain inspection, the interval should ensure that
this crack does not propagate, breaking the axle before the following inspection (see
Figure 2.19). As mentioned before, the consequences of a misconducted NDT testing
or an underestimated crack propagation law can be tragic.

Axle fatigue fracture is always brittle and sudden, despite the fact that the steels for
axles have a rather limited ultimate tensile stress and a high ductility. The analysis of
fractured surfaces shows that this is the one typical for shafts subjected to rotational
bending under low nominal stresses and mild stress concentrations.

The failure mechanism of railway axles can be described as illustrated in Figure 2.20,
where the crack started from a small notch where there is a concentration of stresses.
With the repetition of stress cycle, the crack starts propagating incrementally in a plane
perpendicular to the axle axis (transverse crack) causing decrease in the resistant cross-
section area at the failure plane and therefore, increase its stresses due to the increase of
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2.6. Modern approaches of railway axle integrity

Figure 2.19: Crack propagation curve and inspection interval definition [23].

stress concentration factor. The crack propagation rate increases exponentially during
the crack life till final failure occurs very rapidly when the advancing crack reaches a
critical size where the cross-section cannot withstand the stresses leaving a very rough
surface, see Figures 2.5, 2.20 and 2.21.

Failures generally happen in transition zones where there is a change in the cross-
section. That’s why the design of fillets and abutments is somewhat critical in axle
design and integrity. From failure analysis, it is interesting to mention that torsion
stress does not play an important role in fatigue failure, even in driving axles [10].

Figure 2.20: Schematic of crack propagation on surfaces of smooth and notched shafts under various
loading conditions [23].
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Figure 2.21: Schematic representation of a fatigue fracture surface in a steel shaft.

The detection of cracks in railway axles is carried out by a variety of NDT methods,
as previously introduced. The POD represents the effectiveness of the inspection, and
is a quantity needed, together with crack growth rates, to determine inspection intervals
to avoid in-service failures [38].

2.6.1 Probability of detection (POD)

POD data is used, in combination with crack growth data, to give an optimum inspec-
tion intervals for a given component in service. The interval is set such that an in-service
defect which the NDT system would miss cannot grow to a size likely to cause failure
before the next inspection (Figures 2.19 and 2.22). Obviously, more sensitive inspec-
tion techniques, which detect smaller defects, will give high probability of detection
with small flaw size.

Figure 2.22: General shape of POD curve.

The establishment of the POD of a particular inspection can be carried out exper-
imentally, with the help of some theory or by ’expert judgement’. The experimental
method is basically a task of providing a sample with a known set of flaws, measuring
the number detected by a technique compared with the number present. However the
performance of a non-destructive testing technique is closely related to the procedure
used and the particular component under test. The cost of providing flawed samples
usually prohibits the number of trials that can be carried out. The practice of carrying
out measurements to establish the POD is therefore constrained by this situation and
there are well established practices which need to be followed. These methods have
been generally established by the United States aircraft industry [38].
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Theoretical modeling can be used if the theory available accounts for the various
flaw geometries and properties and allows for operator error. Usually, however some
support from experimental methods is useful, expert judgment is frequently used to
relate PODs known of a particular technique known in one situation to those in another
similar one [38]. Comparison of POD curves is quite difficult because the curves may
have different shapes and minor changes in procedure can cause significant changes in
POD. For simplicity the flaw size for POD at 90% is often used for comparison. A set
of POD curves used for determination of inspection intervals on railway axles is given
by [43].

2.6.2 High strength axles

Railway axles are historically produced according to UIC standard 811 [44], which
originally specified five steel grades (A1=C35, A2=22MnCrV5, A3=C45, A4=25CrMo4,
A5=42CrMo4). European standards on axles were later developed by CEN for design
(EN 13103 / EN 13104) and for manufacturing (EN 13261) including only A1 and A4
steel grades. The design of axles is based on EA1N for which fatigue limits and safety
factors are available, while adjustments are described in order to evaluate the safety
factor and permissible stresses for other steel grades (EA4T and EA1T). Alloying and
thermal treatments are common methods to obtain steels with better performances, this
allows the design of optimized components.

Fiat Ferroviaria (today Alstom Ferroviaria), in the 70s started developing the well-
known and successful Pendolino trains family for Italian Railways, proposed to use the
high strength alloyed steel 30NiCrMoV12 [23] to design an optimized axle, achieving
a substantial mass reduction. According to [36], a reduction of more than 20% in the
axle mass can be obtained designing an axle with 30NiCrMoV12 instead of A4T, and
more than 30% instead of A1N. A comprehensive description of the properties and
the advantages offered by this steel is also presented in [36]. On their side, German
Railways, DB, made use of 34CrNiMo6 alloyed steel for the driving axles of the ICE3
train (trailing axles are made of A4T). The design procedures of railway axles running
on the European network can be found in [36]. In addition, this reference introduces
the European rules and requirements for technical homologation of a new axles and the
properties of standard steels for axles.

2.7 Dynamics of cracked rotors

The molecules of rotating shafts working under cyclic loads are subjected to stresses
changing between tension and compression. Due to these conditions of loading, cracks
can be started from tiny notches (Figure 2.9) and developed causing failure in me-
chanical components (see Figures 2.5, 2.20 and 2.21). This type of cracks is so called
transverse crack where the crack propagates in a plane perpendicular to the rotor axis.

Crack existence and its dimensions are investigated commonly by means of non-
destructive tests, as mentioned before, but crack detection is much difficult in case of
rotating element during its operation, especially when compared with stationary struc-
tures. In case of rotating shafts working in field of turbomachinery (e.g. power plants),
dynamic tests, based on vibration measurements, are suggested for identifying presence
and location of cracks as the change in the overall dynamic behavior might be caused
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by the local reduction of the stiffness due to a crack that has developed somewhere in
the structure [41].

Vibrations analysis has been found to be a proper technique to extract symptoms
justifying developing fault in a component under investigation. If these symptoms are
found and they are giving the right to suspect fault existence which is putting threat to
system safe operation, then maintenance activities might be planned with minimized
interruption in machine working schedule [41]. Generally, the dynamic behaviour of
the system will change due to a crack existence but in practice it has been found that
small size cracks cannot make such sufficient change to the dynamics of machine sys-
tem that they can be virtually detected by this means. Only if the crack grows to a
potentially appropriate size can they be readily detected. It’s kind of race between fault
detection and machine degradation [45].

2.7.1 Crack propagation in rotating shafts

For better design and prediction of rotating shafts, crack propagation rate and its path
models are continuously developed for more accurate investigation [46]. Fracture me-
chanics concepts play key role in modeling, analyzing and interpreting results of anal-
ysis of fatigue crack propagation. After a lot of researches in crack propagation, it was
concluded that the crack propagates deeper inside element structure due to high stress
intensity factors (SIF) at the crack tip even with constant external loads. As shown in
Figure 2.19, the propagation rate in rotating shafts change from case to case where the
crack propagates slowly in the first stage to relevant depth, afterward, the propagation
rate increase rapidly to a critical dangerous depth within few days of machine opera-
tion. Cracks in railway axles generally propagate in a plane perpendicular to the axle
axis, taking the name of "transverse cracks".

2.7.2 Crack breathing mechanism

The constant direction of rotating shaft weight and acting loads lead to have compres-
sion stress in one side of its cross section and tension in the other side. When the crack
position is in the compression side, the crack will be fully closed. Once the crack or part
of it becomes in the tension stress region, the crack starts opening gradually depending
on its angular position until the crack walls become fully open. This process is repeated
every axle revolution causing a periodic crack opening and closing, thus giving rise to
the actual breathing mechanism phenomenon. Therefore, as a result of changing of
crack angular position with respect to the load direction, in rotating shafts, the crack
surfaces conditions change between fully opened and fully closed, which called " Crack
Breathing Mechanism".

Because the static deflection of the shaft is much greater than the deflection due to
the dynamic response of the cracked shaft, the crack breathing mechanism is controlled
by the shaft angular position [41, 47]. The propagation of transverse crack in rotating
shaft causes a change of the local flexural stiffness. During a complete revolution of
the shaft, the breathing mechanism causes periodic changes of the area moments of in-
ertia of the cracked section which lead to variations in local stiffness. The consequent
periodic changes of the local flexural stiffness of the axle significantly affect the syn-
chronous and super-synchronous vibrations of the shaft where the stiffness variations
are causing additional deflections of the shaft even if load amplitude remains constant
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that can be expressed by an adequate number of harmonic orders of a Fourier series
(NxRev) frequencies [41].

The crack breathing mechanism was investigated in detail in [10] using experimen-
tal tests as well as simulation results. The breathing mechanism can be modelled using
different approaches as introduced in [10]. The most accurate model of crack breathing
mechanism is based on the Finite Element method using solid elements. This model is
considered as a reference for any other models. Moreover, vibration related to a crack in
turbomachinery has been investigated in [10] and examples of measured vibration lev-
els increased due to crack propagation in rotating shafts of power plant turbomachinery
are presented in this reference.

2.7.3 The effect of crack shape on rotating shaft vibration

Because the crack with rectilinear tip is the common in the models of shafts with trans-
verse crack while real cracks may have different shapes (mostly convex elliptical), a
comparison was introduced in [10] to study the effects of cracks with different tip
shape on rotating shaft vibrations. Two crack shapes (rectilinear and elliptical) with
equal cracked area were modeled and the vibrations related to breathing mechanism
were calculated during a run-down transient of the shaft where the two cracks were
considered in the same position. The simulation results revealed that the effects caused
by elliptical cracks on shaft vibrations can be considered equivalent to those caused by
rectilinear cracks, providing that the same cracked area is assumed. 2xRev component,
the most significant symptom, is equal for both crack shapes and the differences in the
other harmonic components (1xRev and 3xRev) are negligible [10].

2.8 Proposed approach for continuous SHM of railway axles based on
vibration measurements

Most of the inspection methods of railway axles, presented in Section 2.5.2, need to
build wayside inspection stations through which the trains can pass during the opera-
tion or require gaining access to the axle body by dissembling some components which
means loss of money, efforts and time. Despite the high standards of present engi-
neering practice in non-destructive inspection tests of axles, fatigue-induced in-service
failures of railway axles still occasionally occur, representing a serious threat to the safe
operation of railway systems. Therefore, the implementation of continuous structural
health monitoring (SHM) techniques plays a pivotal role in further reducing in-service
failures of railway axles.

Due to the lack of online systems collecting real-time data which can be used as
continuous monitoring systems of railway axles operating conditions, the scope of this
work is to introduce a new approach, which is new in railway field, using the change of
the axle bending deflection, low frequency vibration (LFV) signal, to monitor the axle
condition regarding the presence of a crack.

The proposed SHM strategy aims to measure the first three harmonic components
of axle bending vibration. This strategy has been successfully applied in the past to
the detection of cracks in turbine shafts [10, 48]. However, in the case of railway axles
the detection of NxRev components is more problematic due to some additional issues
such as:
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1. Railway axles are rotating at speeds well below their first critical speed, which
means low vibration amplitude related to a crack will be obtained, whereas shafts
in turbomachinery and other industrial machinery are often working above at least
the first critical speed.

2. The high level of disturbance generated by track irregularity and wheel out-of-
roundness (OOR) disturbance. Indeed, the level of vertical axle-box acceleration
caused by track irregularity can be in the range of 500m/s2 whereas the amplitude
of the acceleration caused by the crack is in the order of magnitude of 1 m/s2.
Wheel OOR typically causes lower amplitudes of axle-box acceleration compared
to track irregularity, but the component of the signal caused by this disturbance
is periodic with the wheel turn, therefore, providing the same NxRev components
caused by crack breathing mechanism, so that this disturbance cannot be separated
by the use of synchronous averaging [49].

3. The angular speed of the railway axle is changing in complicated way which
means that the vibration signal obtained from cracked axle will be non-stationary
signal.

4. Because the axle not only transferring the load but also provides a support for
other auxiliary systems, e.g. traction motor and brakes, limited sections can be
used to measure the effect of a crack presence.

These challenges are addressed in the next chapters by different research activities
where different Finite Element models for railway cracked axles have been constructed
to study the influence of a crack presence on the axles dynamics with considering dif-
ferent crack locations, sizes and different types of irregularities. These models were
validated by experimental results obtained from tests carried out on a full-scale railway
axle specimen performed using the Dynamic Test Bench for Railway Axles available
at the labs of Politecnico di Milano.

The SHM technique proposed in this thesis takes into account properly the effect of
disturbances associated with train-track interaction, track irregularity, track flexibility
and wheel OOR disturbance. For this purpose, a multi-body (MB) model of a railway
vehicle also considering track flexibility is merged with a Finite Element model of one
cracked axle to form a detailed model of a railway vehicle with one cracked axle. In
this model, called MB-FE model, a model of crack breathing mechanism is considered
depending on the crack size and location. This model is used to evaluate the NxRev
components of axle vibration occurring in presence of cracks having different positions
along the axle as well as different depths. In addition, a simple definition for crack
detection threshold depending on the obtained numerical simulations results is defined.

After examination of the State of the Art, the cracked axle vibration signal has been
tested using different signal processing techniques and a suitable technique able to deal
with non-stationary and noisy signals, which are representative of signals obtained from
railway field, is introduced. Moreover, different tacho-less techniques have been tested
and a new tacho-less technique suitable for railway continuous SHM applications is
proposed.
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CHAPTER3
Finite element models of railway cracked axle and

laboratory tests

This chapter deals with the modeling techniques used to predict Low Frequency Vibra-
tion (LFV) caused by the breathing mechanism of a cracked axle subjected to rotating
bending load. Moreover, the chapter reports about the validation of the models using
three point rotating bending load test. In this chapter, two Finite Element models are
considered: the first one was created using solid (3D) elements included in commercial
software ABAQUS/CAE, this model allows a very precise description of the mechan-
ical properties of the flexible axle and of the non-linear behaviour of the crack, but re-
quires a large computational effort. To overcome this problem, a second simpler model
of the cracked axle is defined using Timoshenko’s beam element (Beam FE model). In
this model, the effect of crack breathing mechanism is introduced by means of a special
element whose stiffness properties are varied periodically with the rotation of the axle.
The Beam FE model was coded in MATLAB and verified with solid model results and
experimental results. After verification, different crack sizes at different locations were
simulated for different boundary conditions of the railway axle.

3.1 Geometrical shape of railway axle

Two types of railway axles were modeled, one hollow and one solid axle. A hollow
configuration with 0.169 m cylindrical body diameter, 0.065 m bore diameter and 2.25
m total length, which is typically the one used in passenger trains, was considered.
A solid configuration, as shown in Figure 3.1, with 0.16 m cylindrical body diameter
and 2.25 m total length, which is typically the one used in freight trains, was modeled.
These configurations were defined according to technical documentation delivered by
axle manufacturer.
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Figure 3.1: Solid axle configuration,
(upper: typical railway axle dimensions, lower:axle specimen used in the experimental tests).

3.2 Axles solid FE models using ABAQUS/CAE

3.2.1 Cracked axles solid FE models

In cracked axle model, a crack with specified size and location has to be defined. To
reduce size and number of finite elements used in solid FE model, the elements were
simplified in transition zones of the axle while due to the crack breathing mechanism
is the most important phenomenon has to be investigated by the simulations, care was
taken to ensure a proper mesh of the FE model in the cracked region, see Figure 3.2
where the crack was introduced at the middle part of the axles as an example.

Because the effects caused by elliptical cracks on shaft vibrations can be considered
equivalent to those caused by rectilinear cracks for the same cracked area [10], cracks
having rectilinear shape of the tip were considered in these models. The model consists
of different sections to represent locations of boundary conditions, loads, and measur-
ing points. A complete 3D model for hollow and solid axle are presented in Figure 3.2.
Axles material properties were defined according to parameters of A1N grade steel,

from which axles were produced [5], where its mechanical properties are:
Elastic modulus = 210 [GPa], Poisson ratio = 0.26 [-] and density = 7300 [kg/m3].
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3.2. Axles solid FE models using ABAQUS/CAE

Figure 3.2: ABAQUS 3D model for hollow and solid axles (crack at middle part of the axles).

3.2.2 Analysis Type

ABAQUS introduces several analysis types which are divided in two main groups: gen-
eral and linear perturbation. In ABAQUS/CAE, different analysis types are managed
under the step module. The general analysis can deal with both linear and nonlinear
effects. If nonlinear effects are expected, such as the crack breathing mechanism, the
NLGEOM command should be activated [50]. Due to nonlinearity coming from crack
surfaces contact during axle rotation, dynamic explicit analysis in double precision was
used. Abaqus/Explicit was chosen because it is more efficient than Abaqus/Standard
for solving contact interactions [50].

The dynamic explicit analysis available in ABAQUS/Explicit was used with short
dynamic response time and extremely discontinuous processes and allows general con-
tact conditions. The dynamic explicit solver performs a large number of small time
increments efficiently using an explicit central difference time integration method. In
this method, each increment is relatively inexpensive compared to the direct-integration
method because there is no solution for a set of simultaneous equations.

The explicit central difference operator satisfies the dynamic equilibrium equations
at the beginning of the increment, t and the accelerations calculated at time t are used
to advance the velocity solution to time t+ ∆t/2 and the displacement solution to time
t + ∆t. The stability increment limit is given in terms of the highest frequency of
the system as ∆t ≤ 2/ωmax, but when introducing damping to the system, the time
increment is calculated as:

∆tstable ≤
2

ωmax
(
√

1 + ζ2max − ζmax) (3.1)

where, ζmax is the damping coefficient in the mode with the highest frequency. An
approximation to the stability limit can be written as the smallest transit time of a di-
latation wave across any of the elements in the mesh, ∆tstable = Lmin

Cd
, where Lmin is

the length of the smallest element in the mesh and Cd is the wave speed of the mate-
rial [50]. The shorter the element length, the smaller the stability limit. The wave speed
is a property of the material as: Cd =

√
E
ρ

, where E is Young’s modulus and ρ is
the material density. For example, if the smallest element dimension is 5 mm and the
dilatation wave speed is 5000 m/s, the stable time increment is on the order of 1×10−6s.

3.2.3 Cracked axle mesh

The axles were discretized using second-order interpolation, reduced integration C3D8R
elements. These elements are using one Gauss integration order less than required
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

for exact integration of strain energy density over element volume to obtain element
stiffness matrix, this lead to lower computational time and increase flexibility of such
element, thus decreasing shear locking in certain problems [41, 51].

Reduced integration elements have major drawback, the hourglass effect, this draw-
back is happening during stiffness calculations scheme causing mesh instability [50].
Effective method to control this phenomenon is the enhanced hourglass control for-
mulation, which was used in these 3D solid models. It is a robust formulation based
on enhanced strain methods and not requiring user-set parameters. The enhanced hour-
glass control formulation also provides highly accurate results for elastic bending in the
presence of coarse mesh [50], and this advantage was used to reduce mesh density in
regions located in a distance from crack, allowing further reduction in total calculation
time.

Sweep technique with advancing front algorithm was used to mesh the cracked
axles. Since the crack-breathing mechanism is the most important phenomenon to be
investigated by the simulations, care was taken to ensure a proper mesh at the cracked
region by refine the mesh at this region, as presented in Figure 3.2.

3.2.4 Contact between crack surfaces

There are two types of contact algorithms in ABAQUS/Explicit: kinematic and penalty
method. The kinematic contact method does not allow any penetration of the contact
elements while the penalty method does. When defining a contact between two surface,
one serves as a slave surface and the other one as a master. The crack surface contact
was defined as a time-dependent boundary condition which had to be calculated at
every time step.

Contact between crack surfaces was set with a penalty friction formulation with
the friction constant µ = 0.2 [10] in the tangential direction. In the normal direction
the contact was set with hard contact, in this approach when no contact is detected at
surfaces where the crack is open, zero pressure is set. As soon as condition is changed
with crack closure, surfaces start to be in contact, constraint enforcement is applied
and contact pressure is increased. The contact was performed with a surface to surface
contact method which has many advantages which can be used in application of crack
breathing mechanism analysis [50].

3.2.5 Damping model

The function of damping is to dissipate energy and push the amplitude of the vibration
to decay with time. Viscous damping applies forces to the structure proportional to
velocity but oppositely directed. Unfortunately, the common sources of damping are
not viscous and are neither easy to measure nor as easy to represent mathematically
as viscous damping [52]. These sources include "internal friction" in the material and
Coulomb friction in connections, neither of which exerts forces proportional to velocity.
Fortunately, damping in structural problems is usually small enough that it can be ide-
alized as viscous. Indeed, damping forces Cẋ (C: damping matrix, ẋ: velocity vector)
are usually well below 10% of stiffness forces Kx (K: stiffness matrix, x: displace-
ment vector), inertia forces Mẍ (M : mass matrix, ẍ: acceleration vector), and external
forces. Typical values of damping ratio ζ range from about 2% for piping systems to
about 7% for bolted structures and reinforced concrete [52].
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3.2. Axles solid FE models using ABAQUS/CAE

Two approaches are often used to include viscous damping in FE analysis: propor-
tional damping and modal damping. In this model, proportional damping, also called
"Rayleigh damping", was applied. Proportional damping refers to the following arbi-
trary and nonphysical definition of the damping matrix:

C = αM + βK (3.2)

Assuming linear viscous damping focusing on Rayleigh damping, the damping ratio
for the n-th mode of a system is:

ζn =
α

2

1

ωn
+
β

2
ωn (3.3)

The meaning of this definition, in terms of the damping ratio ζ , is shown in Figure 3.3.
Values of ω1, ω2, ζ1 and ζ2 are chosen depending on the range of interested frequencies
and required damping ratio.

Figure 3.3: Fraction of critical damping for the proportional damping scheme [52].

By simultaneous solution of the following two equations:

ζ1 =
α

2

1

ω1

+
β

2
ω1 , ζ2 =

α

2

1

ω2

+
β

2
ω2 (3.4)

With α and β, damping matrix C is established. With this definition of C, one must
accept the curve between point 1 and 2 in Figure 3.3 as a satisfactory representation of
damping over the frequency range of interest, i.e. ω1 < ω < ω2. While this represen-
tation may be acceptable, it cannot be physically correct because it demands infinite
damping at ω = 0. The form αM damps lower frequencies more heavily and the form
βK damps higher frequencies more heavily.

Damping effect on Abaqus/Explicit stable time increment

As the damping coefficient for the highest mode (ζmax) increases, the stable time
increment in Abaqus/Explicit decreases according to Equation 3.1. By substituting
ω2 = ωmax in Equation 3.4, the frequency of the highest mode, ζ2, becomes ζmax.
Equation 3.4 indicates a tendency for stiffness proportional damping coefficient (β) to
have a greater effect on the stable time increment than mass proportional damping co-
efficient (α), this equation demonstrates that it is generally preferable to damp out low
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

frequency response with mass proportional damping (αM ) rather than stiffness pro-
portional damping (βK). However, mass proportional damping (αM ) can significantly
affect rigid body motion, so large α is often undesirable.

To avoid a dramatic drop in the stable time increment, the stiffness proportional
damping coefficient (β) should be less than or of the same order of magnitude as the
initial stable time increment without damping (∆tstable ≤ 2

ωmax
) [50]. As previously in-

troduced, an approximation of the stability limit is often written as the smallest transit
time of a dilatational wave across any of the elements in the mesh as:

∆tstable '
Lmin
Cd

(3.5)

This estimate for ∆tstable is only approximate and in most cases is not a conservative
estimate. In general, the actual stable time increment chosen by Abaqus/Explicit will
be less than this estimate by a factor between 1√

3
and 1 in a 3D model [50]. The

time increment chosen by Abaqus/Explicit also accounts for any stiffness behavior in a
model associated with penalty contact [50].

Because of the use of very refine elements at cracked section to reproduce the
breathing mechanism effect, time stability problem, caused by the stiffness proportional
damping coefficient (β), appeared in simulations of cracked axle with Abaqus/Explicit
solver. In Abaqus/Explicit a small amount of numerical damping is introduced by de-
fault in the form of bulk viscosity to control high frequency oscillations. Bulk viscosity
introduces damping associated with volumetric straining. Its purpose is to improve the
modeling of high-speed dynamic events. Abaqus/Explicit contains two forms of bulk
viscosity, linear and quadratic. Linear bulk viscosity is introduced to damp "ringing" in
the highest element frequency. This damping is sometimes referred to as truncation fre-
quency damping. It generates a bulk viscosity pressure that is linear in the volumetric
strain rate. Linear bulk viscosity damping coefficient is equal to 0.06 by default [50].
The second form of bulk viscosity pressure is quadratic bulk viscosity and is found only
in solid continuum elements. Quadratic bulk viscosity damping coefficient is equal to
1.2 by default [50].

To overcome the deterioration of time stability in cracked axles solid models, stiff-
ness proportional damping coefficient (β) has been eliminated. A combination of
Rayleigh damping with mass proportional damping coefficient (α) equal to 3, to damp
the low frequencies, as well as bulk viscosity, to damp high frequencies by using Linear
bulk viscosity damping coefficient equal to 0.2 and Quadratic bulk viscosity damping
coefficient equal to 2, was used.

3.2.6 Loads and boundary conditions

Three different cases of loads and boundary conditions are considered and modeled for
both solid and hollow axle:

• "First case" model; in this case, three points rotating bending load was modeled
to represent the full-scale specimens used in experimental tests. Cracked axle ex-
perimental tests have been carried out using the Dynamic Test Bench for Railway
Axles (BDA) available at the labs of Politecnico di Milano-Department of Me-
chanical Engineering. The experimental tests are introduced in Section 3.4 . In
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3.2. Axles solid FE models using ABAQUS/CAE

this case, the load is defined at the central part of the axle to represent the same
load condition used in laboratory tests in which 170 kN load was applied verti-
cally to the middle part of the axles models, as shown in Figure 3.4. Two types
of boundary conditions (BCs) were applied, namely displacements and rotations
localized at the wheel seats. In this case, the BCs are defined to consider the axle
simply supported by perfectly rigid bearings. Therefore, the displacements of the
axle are constrained in x, y and z directions at one wheel seat and in x and z direc-
tions at the other wheel seat, whilst the rotations around these axes are considered
completely free at both wheels.
To apply the axle’s angular speed, a kinematic coupling was defined between the
wheel seat area on one side of the axle and a suitably created reference point. The
angular speed prescribed to the reference point is thereby transferred to the surface
of the axle, thus producing axle’s rotation according to user-specified parameters
(constant or variable speed). The axle’s angular speed was set to 592 rpm, approx-
imately the same speed used in the laboratory tests (see Figure 3.4). The crack was

Figure 3.4: "First case" model to represent laboratory tests.

located close to the axle center section same as in the experimental tests. Differ-
ent crack sizes are modeled and simulated and the results are compared with the
experimental results to validate the models, as described in Section 3.5.1.

• "Second case" model; in this case, two loads were defined, 90 kN each, and
applied statically in vertical direction to the outer surface of cylindrical surface
located at the axle ends where seats of the axle-box existing. Same boundary
condition of displacements and rotations introduced in the first case were used.
The loads and boundary conditions for this case are presented in Figure 3.5 and
its results introduced in Section 3.5.3. This case represents the wheelset rolling on
a perfectly smooth track, neglecting any effect related to the deformation of the
track or the wheel.

• "Third case" model; real case, where the simply supports BCs used in the pre-
vious two cases were replaced by the train primary suspension. For this purpose,
three springs are considered at each end in x, y, and z direction, and the loads were
applied statically to the vertical springs. Also, the stiffness of the wheel and in-
frastructure are estimated in Section 3.2.7 and considered in this model, as shown
in Figure 3.6. Moreover, two different sources of irregularities are applied directly
to the wheel springs. These irregularities include wheel out of roundness (OOR)
and wheel-rail contact excitation due to wheel OOR disturbance (see Section 3.2.8
for an example of these irregularities).
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

Figure 3.5: "Second case" model with simple support BCs and loads applied at the axle ends.

Special attention is paid to the wheel OOR disturbance because the component
of the signal caused by this disturbance is periodic with the wheel turn, hence
providing the same NxRev components caused by crack breathing, so that this
disturbance cannot be separated by the use of synchronous averaging. The results
of this case are presented in Section 3.5.5.

Figure 3.6: "Third case" model (real case of the axle with primary suspension and representation of
wheel stiffness).

3.2.7 Estimation of railway wheel and infrastructure stiffness

To consider the stiffness of the railway wheel and the infrastructure under it, one wheel
and portion of track were modeled using 3D finite elements included in ABAQUS com-
mercial software. In this model, forces were applied statically at the internal surface
of the wheel hub. The wheel was mounted above a system including, rail, sleepers,
pad and bed, as shown in Figure 3.7. Typical values of sleeper bay, sleeper mass, track
bed stiffness, track bed damping, rail pad stiffness and rail pad damping were adapted
directly from [53] and are presented in Table 3.1.

The stiffness coefficient was calculated as: kw = F
δ

, where kw is the wheel and in-
frastructure stiffness coefficient, F is the acting force and δ is the total vertical deforma-
tion of the wheel hub. Two different cases were simulated, firstly, considering the wheel
located above one sleeper and the second case considering the wheel located in the mid-
dle of a sleeper bay. The results showed that there is no big difference in the stiffness
between the two cases where its value in the first case is equal to 1.45×108N/mwhilst
in the second case is equal to 1.3× 108N/m.
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3.2. Axles solid FE models using ABAQUS/CAE

Table 3.1: Typical values of track model components

Track model component Value
Sleeper bay 0.5m
Sleeper mass 324 kg
Track bed stiffness 200MN/m
Track bed damping 150 kN.s/m
Rail pad stiffness 1GN/m
Rail pad damping 50 kN.s/m

Figure 3.7: Estimation of railway wheel stiffness.

Typical values of stiffness and damping coefficients of railway vehicle primary sus-
pension are summarized in Table 3.2 [53], also the calculated value of railway wheel
stiffness coefficient is mentioned in this table. Railway wheel damping coefficient was
assumed approximately equal to its stiffness divided by 103.

Table 3.2: Typical values of stiffness and damping coefficients for axle primary suspension and calcu-
lated values for axle wheel

Direction K (N/m) C (N.s/m)
Longitudinal (x) 7.5× 106 1× 105

Lateral (y) 7.1× 106 1× 105

Vertical (z) 8.1× 105 3× 104

Wheel 1.375× 108 1× 105

3.2.8 Wheel out-of-roundness (OOR) model

As mentioned before, two sources of irregularities were included in third case model,
wheel OOR and wheel-rail contact excitation due to wheel OOR. A profile of wheel
OOR was introduced as a sum of twenty sine functions with wavelengths correspond-
ing to the nominal wheel circumference (2.88 m) and the nineteen lowest sub-multiples.
The amplitudes of these components were defined based on the elaboration of experi-
mental measurements of wheel OOR reported in [54] while the phases of the harmonics
were generated using different random sets of numbers for each wheel, therefore, avoid-
ing correlation of the OOR profiles obtained on the different wheels. An example of
wheel OOR signal and its spectrum at 592 RPM for left and right wheel is shown in
Figure 3.8.

Wheel OOR profile led to simultaneous wheel-rail contact excitation depending on
the train speed at several frequencies. Excitation frequency can be calculated as: f = S

λ
,

where S is the train speed and λ is a wavelength. For the first five wavelengths of wheel
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

Figure 3.8: Wheel OOR signal and its spectrum at 592 RPM for left and right wheel.

OOR profile, the excitation frequencies are in range 5 ∼ 125 [Hz] for train speed in the
range of 50 ∼ 250 [Km/h], as introduced in [41, 55].

A combination of wheel OOR and wheel-rail interaction disturbances based on the
above mentioned calculation is presented in Figure 3.9 for right and left wheel.

Figure 3.9: A combination of wheel OOR and wheel-rail interaction signals at speed 592 RPM for left
and right wheel.

3.2.9 Crack locations and measuring section positions

In the "first case" model, the case which represents the experimental tests, the crack
was introduced close to the central region and the vibration signals were measured
from same positions and directions as of the sensors used in the experimental tests,
as introduced in section 3.4. In the "second" and "third case" model, different crack
locations were model for both hollow and solid axle. These locations were selected to
cover the possibility of crack existence at any section of the axle. Crack locations were
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3.3. FE model using Timoshenko’s beam elements

considered at the wheel seats and at three positions in the central portion of the axle
as shown in Figure 3.10. Different possible measuring points were considered: at the
axle-boxes, in the middle of the axle and at two other intermediate sections of the axle
(see Figure 3.10). Special attention was paid to measuring points (1) and (5) because
these two points are located at the axle-boxes positions which means easy to install
vibration measuring devices (e.g. accelerometers).

Figure 3.10: Different cracks and measuring sections locations.

Since the type of simulation is explicit, loading and rotation were applied in a way
to avoid sudden amplitude changes causing convergence problems. This was done by
introducing tabular values of gradually rising amplitudes of force and rotation speed.

Crack size (%) in this work means the percentage of the cracked area to the total
cross-section area. Different crack sizes (0% (no crack case) until 50% with 5% step,
as shown in Figure 3.11) were modeled and simulated at every crack location presented
in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.11: Shapes of elliptical crack with different sizes for solid axle (light color: cracked area, dark
color: Intact area).

3.3 FE model using Timoshenko’s beam elements

The breathing mechanism can be modelled using different approaches. Accurate mod-
els can be based on the Finite Element method using solid elements and modeling the
crack by means of non-linear contact elements with or without friction, as introduced
in Section 3.2. However, a mathematical model of this type is highly computationally
intensive, due to the very large number of nodal coordinates involved in the analysis.
Furthermore, the boundary conditions that can be applied to the Finite Element model
with solid elements are necessarily simplified and cannot reproduce the complex situ-
ation arising for a railway axle being part of a wheelset rolling on a flexible, irregular
track in presence of wheel OOR.
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

An alternative approach is to model the axle using Timoshenko’s beam elements and
to use a simplified model of crack breathing mechanism which is based on introducing
one beam element having first and second area moments of the cross section which are
periodically varying depending on the angular position of the axle and on the shape
and depth of the crack [10]. This second modeling approach is developed hereafter.
Timoshenko’s beam elements with 6 DOFs per node were used to construct the Beam
FE model shown in Figure 3.12.

In this model, the modeling and simulation of railway axle with a crack that produces
variation in the stiffness as a function of the stress field over the shaft cross section
that depends on the crack angular position was introduced. This approach consists of
different steps by considering the equivalent beam element shown in Figure 3.12, in
which the cross section is formed by the non-cracked part of the section plus the closed
part of the cracked section. The length of the equivalent beam element (lc) is defined in
Section 3.3.3 as function of the depth of the crack, according to the method presented
in [10].

Figure 3.12: An example of wheelset discretization using beam element included one cracked element
(lc).

3.3.1 Equation of motion of cracked axle

The wheelset was discretized as shown in Figure 3.12. Timoshenko’s beam theory
[56] was used to obtain the stiffness matrix of the axle and the cross-section area was
updated using the crack breathing mechanism model introduced in Section 3.3.2.
The obtained model is represented mathematically by a set of differential equations as
given by Equation 3.6:

[MFE]〈ẍ(t)〉+ [CFE]〈ẋ(t)〉+ [KFE(t)]〈x(t)〉 = 〈FFE〉 (3.6)
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3.3. FE model using Timoshenko’s beam elements

where:
x(t) = [y1 z1 x1 θy1 θz1 θx1 ... yn zn xn θyn θzn θxn ]T is the vector of nodal coor-
dinates and n is the total number of nodes. Figure 3.13 shows the reference frame of
one finite element and its DOFs. MFE , CFE and KFE(t) are the Finite Element mass,
damping and stiffness matrices of the cracked axle respectively. FFE is the forces vec-
tor acting at the elements nodes. The stiffness matrix KFE(t) is time-dependent due to
the periodic variation of the stiffness properties of the cracked element.

Figure 3.13: Reference frame of beam element DOFs.

The stiffness and mass matrices of Timoshenko beam element with 6 DOFs per node
shown in Figure 3.13 are presented as follow:

Stiffness Matrix

ke =



t 0 0 0 0 0 −t 0 0 0 0 0

a p 0 −q c 0 −a −p 0 −q c

b 0 −d q 0 −p −b 0 −d q

j 0 0 0 0 0 −j 0 0

h −r 0 q d 0 g −s
e 0 −c −q 0 −s f

t 0 0 0 0 0

sym. a p 0 q −c
b 0 d −q

j 0 0

h −r
e



,

where, the coefficients are defined as:

t = EA
l

, a = 12JxE
(1+φ)l3

, b = 12JzE
(1+φ)l3

, c = 6JxE
(1+φ)l2

, d = 6JzE
(1+φ)l2

, e = (4+φ)JxE
(1+φ)l

,

f = (2−φ)JxE
(1+φ)l

, g = (2−φ)JzE
(1+φ)l

, h = (4+φ)JzE
(1+φ)l

, p = 12JxzE
(1+φ)l3

, q = 6JxzE
(1+φ)l2

, r = (4+φ)JxzE
(1+φ)l
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

s = (2−φ)JxzE
(1+φ)l

, j = GJp
l

, φ = 12EJ
GAl2

The parameter φ counts for the shear effects, E and G are respectively the Young’s
modulus and the shear modulus, A is the cross-section area, different J are the second
moments of area. Jp is the polar second moment of area around y axis. l is the element
length. The length of the cracked element is set to lc which depends on the crack size
as introduced in Section 3.3.3. The coefficients p, q, r, s equal to zero for the all non-
cracked elements because Jxz has a value for cracked element only due to asymmetry
cross-section. In case of cracked element, the cross-section area (A) and the second
moments of area (J, Jxz) are updated depending on the angular position of the axle
and calculated at every simulation time step using simple model of crack breathing
mechanism introduced in Section 3.3.2.

Mass Matrix

me =
ρAa

105



70 0 0 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 0

78 0 0 0 22a 0 27 0 0 0 −13a
78 0 −22a 0 0 0 27 0 13a 0

70r 0 0 0 0 0 −35r 0 0

8a2 0 0 0 −13a 0 −6a2 0

8a2 0 13a 0 0 0 −6a2
70 0 0 0 0 0

sym. 78 0 0 0 −22a
78 0 22a 0

70r 0 0

8a2 0

8a2



,

where, in this matrix:
2a is the element length, ρ is the axle material density and r = Jp

A
.

The damping matrix (CFE) is constructed using Rayleigh damping approach, pre-
sented in Section 3.2.5, where; α= 3 and β= 0.0001 are defined to produce 3% damping
ratio covering range of frequencies from 10 Hz to 150 Hz which is the frequency range
of interest in this work.

Equation 3.6 is solved in time domain using the Newmark method with fixed time
step using a code written in MATLAB language.

3.3.2 Simple model of crack breathing mechanism

The breathing mechanism is a result of the stress and strain distribution around the
cracked area, which is due to static loads (such as the axle weight, the bearing reaction
forces), and the dynamic loads (such as the unbalance and the vibration induced by
the inertia force distribution). When the static loads overcome the dynamic ones, the
breathing is governed by the angular position of the axle with respect to the stationary
load direction, so that the crack opens and closes completely once per revolution [10,
41, 57], as shown in Figure 3.14.
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3.3. FE model using Timoshenko’s beam elements

The corresponding calculation can be carried out step by step through an iterative
procedure as introduced in Figure 3.16. The opening and the closing (breathing mech-
anism) of the crack is determined by the stress field over its cross section as caused by
the dynamic bending moments. Here, the system is nonlinear and the crack parameters
have to be determined for each time step. The model of the breathing mechanism used
was adapted from [10]. The identification process starts with the estimation of the crack
parameters and the modeling of the structure through the finite element method. It is
considered that the crack influences only the stiffness parameters. Consequently, it is
assumed that the other parameters do not change in the presence of a crack.

Figure 3.14: Breathing mechanism of 30% elliptical crack during one revolution
(light color: cracked area, dark color: Intact area).

To determine the stiffness matrix of the cracked element, Kc(t), it is necessary to cal-
culate the second moments of inertia of the cross section where the crack is located.
For a given shape and depth of the crack, these sectional properties are determined as
function of the axle’s angular position using an iterative procedure which aims at repro-
ducing the crack breathing mechanism [10]. To this aim, the cross section is meshed as
shown in Figure 3.15. Starting from an initial assumption on the opening/closing of the
crack, the geometric centre, first and second area moments of the section are computed.

By using these parameters, the tensile stresses resulting from the static bending mo-
ment applied on the cracked section are computed at each cell. Then, the cells of the
mesh at which the crack is open/closed are obtained as a function of the tensile stresses
found: if at one cell the tensile stress is positive, it means crack is open at the considered
location and therefore the cell does not contribute to the calculation of the moments of
inertia of the cross section. If otherwise the tensile stress is negative, it means the two
facing surfaces of the crack are pressed together, so the crack is closed at the considered
location and the cell contributes to the moments of inertia of the cross section and then
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

to the stiffness matrix. The procedure is repeated iteratively, until convergence of the
cross-sectional moments of inertia is reached.

Finally, the procedure is repeated for a different angle of rotation of the axle (in steps
of 1 Deg for example) and the values of the sectional parameters A, Jx , Jz and Jxz are
calculated for the new angle of rotation. More details about this breathing mechanism
model and its calculation steps can be found in [10].

Figure 3.15: Cross section mesh of the cracked element [10].

Figure 3.16 shows a flowchart of the iterative calculations of the breathing mechanism
as well as the axle response at every rotational angle of the axle.

An example of the change of resisting cross-section area (A) for solid axle with
diameter 0.16 m and 50% crack during one revolution as well as the resulting moments
(Jx, Jz and Jxz) calculated depending on resisting cross-section area and the angular
position of the axle (α) are presented in Figure 3.17.

3.3.3 Cracked element length (lc)

The length of the cracked element (lc) must be calculated to represents the influence of
the discontinuity introduced by the crack, which obviously depends on the crack depth.
This cannot be determined easily, because axial stresses due to bending, start from
strongly non-linear distribution in correspondence of the crack and along the beam
gradually assume a quasi-linear distribution over the cross section as the distance from
crack increases. The equivalent beam length (lc) has been defined empirically in [10]
based on the best fitting between a 3D model and the simplified one. This length de-
pends only on the depth of the crack and is considered constant and independent from
the breathing mechanism effect. The dimensionless values of lc

D
(D referred to the di-

ameter of the shaft) are shown in Figure 3.18 as function of the crack size, for transverse
cracks with rectilinear tip. Negligible differences have been found in case of elliptical
crack tip according to [10].

The same crack locations and measuring sections introduced in Section 3.2.9 for the
solid FE model have been introduced to the beam FE model shown in Figure 3.12. The
crack breathing mechanism was applied to specified elements corresponding to same
locations introduced in Figure 3.10 for the solid FE model and measuring the axle vi-
bration from nodes corresponding to same measuring sections presented in Figure 3.10
for the solid FE model.
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3.3. FE model using Timoshenko’s beam elements

Figure 3.16: Flowchart of the iterative calculation of the breathing mechanism [10] and the axle re-
sponse.
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

Figure 3.17: Example of calculated A, Jxz, JxandJz .

Figure 3.18: Relationship between the crack size (%) and cracked element relative length ( lcD ); adapted
from [10].

Table 3.3 Summarizes the crack locations and measuring sections for the solid FE and
Timoshenko beam FE models. It’s worth to clarify that, for same cracked axle parame-
ters, the solid FE model calculations requires some hours of simulation time whilst the
beam FE model requires just few minutes.
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3.4. Laboratory tests

Table 3.3: Crack locations and measuring sections for the solid FE model (Figure 3.10) and the beam
FE model (Figure 3.12)

Symbol Solid FE model Beam FE model

C
ra

ck
L

oc
at

io
ns

C1 Location 1 Element 7
C2 Location 2 Element 8
C3 Location 3 Element 11
C4 Location 4 Element 15
C5 Location 5 Element 19
C6 Location 6 Element 22
C7 Location 7 Element 23

M
ea

su
ri

ng
Se

ct
io

ns

MP1 Measuring P. 1 Node 3
MP2 Measuring P. 2 Node 11
MP3 Measuring P. 3 Node 15
MP4 Measuring P. 4 Node 20
MP5 Measuring P. 5 Node 28

3.4 Laboratory tests

Two experimental tests were carried out on full-scale railway solid axles specimens.
Results from previous tests are used to validate the beam FE models of cracked solid
and hollow axles. Description of the laboratory bench and tests set-up are presented in
next subsections and the tests and FE models results are presented in next sections.

3.4.1 POLIMI fatigue test bench

The POLIMI fatigue test bench, shown in Figure 3.19, is a dynamic test bench for
railway axles available at the labs of Politecnico di Milano, Department of Mechanical
Engineering. This bench consists of one central bearing unit connected to an actuator
that applies a vertical load on the specimen and two supports carrying the axle through
tapered bearing units. The specimen is rotated using an electric motor to generate
rotating bending fatigue. Three-point rotating bending load on a full-scale railway axle
specimen tests are performed using this bench.

The bending vibration of a specimen axle reproducing the wheel press-fit region of
a real railway axle was measured using the internal LVDT transducer of the hydraulic
actuator and saved automatically to the test bench computer. It should be noted that
the central part of the specimen is intended to reproduce one of the two-wheel seats in
the real axle. Therefore, measuring the vibration in the central portion of the specimen
corresponds to measuring the vibration of the real axle near the wheel mount, which is
in turn close to the axle-box.

The tests in question are mainly intended to quantify the rate of crack propagation
in railway axles as a function of different parameters such as axle design and mate-
rial, surface treatments and applied axle loading [58]. Many tests were conducted in a
framework of a project investigating crack growth rates and NDT inspection intervals
and different specimens with different crack location were tested. Unfortunately, dur-
ing the period of this work, all tests have been carried out on specimens with cracks
under the press-fit part (under the inner ring of the central bearing) so, the below men-
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

tioned set-up of low frequency vibration (LFV) has been used to test the possibility of
using the proposed SHM technique to detect the crack under press-fit parts (e.g. wheel
seats) of railway axle as introduced in Section 3.5.2, whilst, for cracked axle FE models
validation, two tests measurements obtained from the LVDT transducer for solid and
hollow specimens have been used.

3.4.2 Laboratory tests set-up

Due to the limited pass-band of the LVDT transducer, an additional measuring set-up
was installed in the bench to measure vibrations of the axle specimen, consisting of
two laser distance meters Mel Electronic M7L/20 and one accelerometer. One laser
transducer and the accelerometer are mounted in vertical direction directly above the
central portion of the specimen.

The specimen is constrained at three points in horizontal direction (two at the ends
and one at the central part), therefore, the horizontal transducer was installed between
the specimen right end and the central part of it (see Figures 3.19 and 3.20). The ver-
tical transducer and the accelerometer were installed to point the vertical vibration of
the specimen central region, which is the one undergoing the largest bending displace-
ments so that the highest sensitivity for vibration changes was achieved. The tests were
carried out under constant speed.

Figure 3.19: Dynamic test bench for full scale railway axle (left: view of POLIMI bench , right: bench
scheme).

Figure 3.20: Positions of the transducers and the accelerometer.
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3.4. Laboratory tests

3.4.3 Data acquisition

Data Acquisition was performed using NI modules, NI-9234, NI-9239, gathered in
DAQ-9172 chassis. Due to the high flexibility and capability of MATLAB software, it
was used to develop automatic acquisition routine allowing to collect vibration signal
at pre-defined time intervals (e.g. every 15 minutes) and save it for further analysis. In
next step, the collected signals were treated using a signal processing technique coded
in the same environment (MATLAB software). Firstly, the signal was filtered (using
bandpass filter) and afterwards, by means of fast Fourier transform ("FFT", MATLAB
toolbox function), the signal spectrum could be obtained for every collected data block
(time record).

Data were acquired for time durations multiples of the theoretical period of revo-
lution. Due to slight change of rotational speed during data acquisition, as shown in
Figure 3.21, not exactly integer number of revolution could be obtained and phenom-
ena called "leakage" could appear in the signal spectrum. Leakage creates peaks at
wrong frequencies, non-existing peaks, or change in amplitudes of existing peaks and
therefore, reduces the ability to correctly observe peaks in the signal spectrum, due to
creation of ’false’ peaks and reducing spectral resolution [41]. To avoid the leakage in-
fluence, Hanning window was applied to compensate the small deviation of the angular
speed from the nominal one. Additional routine was coded in MATLAB environment
to grab the peaks of the signal harmonics automatically from its spectrum and therefore,
the harmonics changes could be tracked during the test.

Figure 3.21: Example of axle speed variation during test.

Laser distance transducer

Axle displacement vibrations were measured using laser distance meters Mel Electronic
M7L/20 (see Figure 3.22). Displacements at maximum 0.009 [mm] resolution can be
measured using this type of transducer, defining the smallest change in distance sensor
can be detected.
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

Figure 3.22: Laser transducer head (left) and its power supply unit (right).

Accelerometer

One accelerometer was used to measure the vertical vibration of the central part of the
axle where the crack propagated from predefined artificial notches.
4508 DeltaTron Accelerometer was used during the experiments, with measurement
frequency range 0.3 [Hz] till 8 [kHz], and measuring amplitude range -/+700 ms−2

peak (-/+ 71 g peak) (see Figure 3.23).

Figure 3.23: 4508 DeltaTron accelerometer.

Laser transducers and accelerometer acquisition module

The signals measured by the laser transducers were collected by means of acquisition
module NI 9234 (see Figure 3.24). The four input channels of this module are capable
of simultaneously digitize signals at rates up to 51.2 [kHz] per channel with built-in
anti-aliasing filters that automatically adjust to specified sampling rate. This module
offers 24-bit resolution and 102 [dB] dynamic range. The NI 9239 data acquisition
module was used for accelerometer’s signal acquisition (see Figure 3.24).

Data acquisition chassis

The NI cDAQ-9178 chassis was used to collect and transfer measured signals from the
modules to PC (see Figure 3.24). It is an eight-slot USB chassis designed for use with
C series I/O modules, can measure a broad range of analog and digital I/O signals and
sensors using a Hi-Speed USB 2.0 interface. Sampling rate value (5 kHz) chosen for
measuring axle vibrations was applied to all modules channels.
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3.5. Experimental and simulation results

Figure 3.24: Sensors modules and data Acquisition chassis
left: laser transducers module middle: accelerometer module right: modules rack.

3.5 Experimental and simulation results

As mentioned before, two types of cracked axles (solid and hollow) were modeled using
two different types of Finite Element. Three cases of boundary and loads conditions
were considered, see Section 3.2.6, and their results are introduced here:

3.5.1 Comparison of Beam FE model and laboratory experiments

The schematic of this case is shown in Figure 3.4. As mentioned before, to enable
comparison with tests, two Timoshenko beam FE models of cracked axles were de-
fined reproducing the geometry of a solid specimen axle and a hollow one used in the
tests. The length of both specimens is 2.18 m, the external diameter is 0.147 m for the
solid axle and 0.16 m for the hollow one and the bore diameter of the hollow axle is
0.065 m. In the tests, the specimens were rotated at the constant speed of 592 RPM
(9.86 Hz). The two-tapered bearings supporting the specimen in the test stand are re-
produced in the FE model using simple support BCs at the specimen ends. Vertical
forces with magnitudes 185 and 170 kN is applied to the central section of the models
of solid and hollow axles, respectively, to reproduce the loads applied in the test stand
by the hydraulic actuator. To investigate the effect of crack propagation on the spec-
imen vibration, different crack sizes from 0% (intact axle) to 50% in 2% steps were
modeled for the solid and hollow specimens.

Because measurements of crack size could not be carried out during the test, a rela-
tionship between the amplitude of the NxRev harmonics and the size of the crack could
not be established directly from test results. The crack size was measured at the end of
tests by means of magnetic particles test and the crack propagation software AFGrow
v. 4.0012.15 [59]. The estimated final cracks sizes at the end of the tests are 30% and
38% from total cross-section area for the solid and hollow specimens respectively.

The trends of 1xRev, 2xRev and 3xRev harmonic components are plotted as a func-
tion of crack size for beam FE models results and as a function of number of loading
cycles for experimental results and introduced in Figure 3.25 for the solid axle and in
Figure 3.26 for the hollow axle.

Validation using crack propagation laws

In order to relate the size of the crack during the test with the number of loading cycles
applied, a backward calculation based on crack propagation laws [58] was used. By
introducing the final crack size, the final number of cycles, the maximum and mini-
mum stresses at the cracked cross-section and the material properties, an estimate was
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Chapter 3. Finite element models of railway cracked axle and laboratory tests

Figure 3.25: Experimental validation of the solid axle beam FE model.

Figure 3.26: Experimental validation of the hollow axle beam FE model.

obtained for crack size as function of the number of loading cycles applied. Since
the vibration of the specimen was continuously measured during the tests, the trend of
NxRev vibrations with the number of loading cycles was obtained. Finally, merging
the two trends of crack size and NxRev vibration with loading cycles, the relationship
between NxRev vibration and crack size was obtained from the experiments.

Figure 3.27 compares the trend with crack size of the magnitude of the 1xRev and
2xRev harmonics for the measured and simulated vertical displacement in the centre of
the specimen. The comparison of the 3xRev components is not shown because the ex-
perimental measure of this high frequency portion of the signal could not be measured
accurately in the experiment due to the limited pass-band of the LVDT transducer.

In Figures 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27, a satisfactory agreement between the experimental
and FE models results can be observed, especially for the 1xRev components, whereas
for the 2xRev components a less good agreement is observed, again on account of the
limited passband of the LVDT transducer used in the experiment.

3.5.2 Experimental results of axle with crack under press-fit part

The test set-up introduced in Section 3.4 has been used to test the possibility of us-
ing LFV measurements to detect the crack under press-fit part of railway axle. Two
experiments were carried out for two solid axles specimens. In both tests, the cracks
were introduced under the central bearing fitting part at distance 10 mm from its end as
shown in Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.27: Experimental validation of the beam FE model (left: solid axle; right: hollow axle).

Figure 3.28: Solid axle with crack under press-fit part of the central bearing.

In both tests, the axles were running at constant speed (509 RPM) with different
loads in each test. 100 kN was applied in the first test which ended at 33.5 million rev-
olutions, while the second test run 15 million cycles with load 100 kN and afterward, it
was increased to 125 kN and the test ended at 21.4 million loading cycles. After disas-
sembling from the test rig, the axles were cut vertically at cracked section to analyse the
crack propagation and its size. The inspections of the crack sections revealed that, in
the first test, the crack did not propagate while in the second test, the crack propagated
from the artificial notches to a size, approximately, equal to 16%, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.29. The results of the first three harmonics components for vertical acceleration
are plotted with number of loading cycles for each test and introduced in Figure 3.30.

The results show that there is no change could be monitored from the harmonics
trends of the first test whilst in the second test, the trends of the harmonics started to
increase after loading cycles equal to 19.5 million, approximately, and continue in-
creasing until the test stopped due to safety reason, unfortunately. These first results
suggest that the proposed technique of railway axle health monitoring can be used to
detect the crack even when it propagates under the press-fit parts. Moreover, more tests
and a sound theoretical analysis are needed to confirm this statement. This is envisaged
as a further work after this thesis.
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Figure 3.29: Cracked section of second test specimen (left: propagated crack from the artificial notch;
right: portion of the cracked cross-section).

Figure 3.30: Trends of first three harmonics of vertical acceleration (left: results of test 1, right: results
of test 2.

3.5.3 Comparison of solid FE model and beam FE model

The loads and boundary conditions of this case are presented in Figure 3.5. In both
model of solid and hollow axle, Different possible locations of the crack and different
locations of the measuring points for the monitoring equipment were considered [60],
as presented in Figure 3.10. To investigate the influence of crack size change on axle
dynamics, simulations were conducted in a way to cover cases from 0% (non-cracked
axle) up to 50% of cracked cross section, evenly distributed in steps of 5% crack size,
at every crack location. Time domain signal of axle deflections obtained from each
simulation case was converted to frequency domain by means of fast Fourier transform
algorithm (FFT), allowing to observe its harmonic components.
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Time domain signals at the same measuring point (MP1) in both models (solid FE
and beam FE model) with 30% deep crack at same locations (C1) are presented in
Figure 3.31 for solid axle. For both vertical and horizontal deflection of the axle, a
good agreement between the two models is observed in terms of the waveform of time
domain signals and also in terms of the peak-peak amplitude of the signals, although
slight deviations are observed at specific angular positions.

Figure 3.31: Comparison between beam FE model results and solid FE model results at same measuring
section (MP1) for solid axle with 30% crack at location 1 (left: vertical deflection; right: horizontal
deflection).

In order to further extend the comparison, the time domain signals were computed
for different crack sizes considering the same crack location. Table 3.4 shows the max-
imum deviation of the two results expressed for each case as a percentage of the peak-
to-peak amplitude. The maximum deviations are below 7% and 4% for vertical and
horizontal deflection respectively and tend to decrease with increase the size of the
crack.

Table 3.4: Maximum percentage deviation of beam FE model and solid FE model results from time
domain signals

Crack Size (%) Maximum Vertical Deviation (%) Maximum Horizontal Deviation (%)
10 -6.5 -4.0
20 -5.0 -3.5
30 -2.0 -3.0
40 -2.3 -2.7
50 2.2 2.2
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Furthermore, the time domain signals were converted to frequency domain by means
of FFT, allowing to obtain the spectra for each crack size signal and to analyse the trend
with crack size of different harmonic components. The trends of the first three harmon-
ics are compared in Figure 3.32 for the two models, considering again the vertical and
horizontal deflection of the axle. The results presented in Figure 3.32 are in good agree-
ment with each other for the all three harmonics and across the entire range of crack
size considered, leading to the conclusion that the simple model based on Timoshenko
beam elements is able to capture the crack breathing mechanism and the resulting vi-
bration of the axle with satisfactory accuracy, compared to the model based on solid
Finite Elements which is much more complex. It’s worth noting that the vibration com-
ponents in vertical and horizontal direction increase as the crack propagates deeper.

Figure 3.32: Trends of first three harmonics for crack at location 1 of solid axle for beam FE and solid
FE models results measured at sectionMP1 (left: vertical harmonics; right: horizontal harmonics).

3.5.4 Results at different crack locations

In this section, the vibration caused by the crack is analysed considering different
crack locations and different measuring points, as shown in Figure 3.10. The loads
and boundary conditions of this case are presented in Figure 3.5. Time domain sig-
nals of vertical and horizontal vibrations for solid axle are introduced in Figures 3.33
and 3.35, respectively. Each row of these figures subplots represents the same crack
location results at different measuring points and each column represent different crack
locations results at the same measuring point and the all subplots have the same scale in
each figure. It’s worth mentioning that every subplot presents eleven vibration signals
for crack size varying from 0% till 50% with step 5%.

The results were obtained in time domain for each simulation case and then con-
verted to frequency domain by using FFT, allowing to obtain the signals spectra, as
shown in the examples introduced in Figures 3.34 and 3.36 for vertical and horizontal
signals, respectively, and track the signals harmonics change with the crack propaga-
tion. The results reveal that the presence of a crack at any location of the railway
axle perturbs the axle’s vertical and horizontal vibrations and the vibration amplitude
increases as the crack size increases.
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3.5. Experimental and simulation results

Figure 3.33: Vertical time domain signals of solid axle (x axis in seconds and y axis in mm and all
subplots have the same scale).

Figure 3.34: Example of vertical deflection spectra measured at MP3 for different crack sizes at C4.
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Figure 3.35: Horizontal time domain signals of solid axle (x axis in seconds and y axis in mm and all
subplots have the same scale).

Figure 3.36: Example of horizontal deflection spectra measured at MP3 for different crack sizes at C4.
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The results obtained from measuring point 1 reveal that this point can be used to
measure the influence of a crack at locations 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and the same can be
noted for measuring point 5 which can detect the effect of a crack at locations 7, 6,
5, 4, and 3. Therefore, it is concluded that the measuring points 1 and 5, where the
axle-boxes are mounted, can be used to monitor the presence of a crack at any place in
the axle as well as to estimate the crack location.

The trends of the first three harmonics of vertical and horizontal directions vibrations
of solid axle, presented in Figures 3.33 and 3.35, are shown in Figure 3.37. Due to
symmetry, only results of crack locations 1, 2, 3 and 4 are shown in this figure.

Same simulations have been carried out on the hollow axle where the same crack
locations and the same measuring points were considered.

The results of the solid axle (shown in Figures 3.33, 3.35 and 3.37) and the hollow
one reveal some important issues:

• The amplitudes of the axle vibration components in vertical and horizontal direc-
tions depend on:

1. The crack size (the amplitude increase as the crack propagates deeper).

2. The axial position of the cracked section with respect to the measuring sec-
tion.

3. The mechanical and geometrical characteristics of the axle (the hollow axle
is more flexible than the solid one [60]).

• The 1xRev excitation is higher (approximately double) in vertical direction than
in horizontal direction, at any crack size.

• The 2xRev is almost equal in both directions, at any crack size.

• The 3xRev is slightly higher in horizontal direction than in vertical direction, at
any crack size.

• The axle-boxes measurements (MP1 and MP5) can be used to detect crack at any
positions along the axle as well as to estimate its location.

3.5.5 Results of cracked axle considering wheel OOR disturbance

The details of this cracked axle model is shown in Figure 3.6. In these simulations
results, after obtaining the vibration signals in time domain, a filter was applied to
eliminate the effect of low frequency component introduced by small changing of track
irregularity (below 1×Rev harmonic component). For this reason, a bandpass filter,
sixth order inverted Chebyshev filter, was applied with 5 Hz low cutoff frequency and
100 Hz high cutoff frequency. Then, the filtered signals converted to frequency domain
by means of FFT.

The trends of first three harmonics of acceleration signals for solid axle are presented
in Figure 3.38 for vertical direction and in Figure 3.39 for horizontal direction. Due to
symmetry, the results of crack locations 1, 2, 3 and 4 are shown in the figures.
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Figure
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3.5. Experimental and simulation results

Figure 3.38: Trends of vertical acceleration harmonics of solid axle.

Figure 3.39: Trends of horizontal acceleration harmonics of solid axle.
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As far as the harmonics of the vertical acceleration are concerned, the effect of
wheel OOR disturbance appears to have a great effect on all harmonics considered
especially for crack locations close to the wheel (C1 and C2). This effect decreases in
the signals measured at the intermediate measuring points (MP2∼4) for crack locations
far from the wheel (C3 and C4) and with sizes greater than 20%. On the other hand,
The harmonic components of the horizontal acceleration are weakly affected by wheel
OOR disturbance and show a clear monotonic trend with increasing size of the crack at
any location.

In comparison with the horizontal displacement harmonics trends introduced in Fig-
ure 3.37, the second and third harmonics amplitudes of the horizontal acceleration
shown in Figure 3.39 are higher than the first one due to the frequency influence af-
fecting the acceleration amplitude.

From this case of simulations, we can conclude that the harmonics of the horizontal
acceleration are weakly affected by wheel OOR disturbance and therefore a crack de-
tection criterion based on monitoring these quantities can be robust towards the effect
of this important disturbance. On the contrary, the results of the vertical acceleration
show that this signal is highly affected by wheel OOR disturbance.
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CHAPTER4
Multi-body model of railway vehicle including finite
element model of one cracked axle (MB-FE model)

The railway axle health monitoring technique proposed in this work needs to take into
account properly the effect of different sources of disturbances, e.g. track irregularity,
track flexibility and wheel OOR disturbance, as well as the wheel-rail contact dynamics.
In order to analyse these effects, more realistic boundary conditions than the ones used
in the models introduced in Chapter 3 need to be considered for the wheelset. A multi-
body (MB) model of a railway vehicle also considering track flexibility is merged with
the Timoshenko beam FE model of one cracked axle, presented in Section 3.3, to form
a detailed model of a railway vehicle with one cracked axle as shown in Figure 4.1.
However, this is not possible for the solid FE model, due to its complexity.

In this model, called MB-FE model, the model of crack breathing mechanism de-
fined in Section 3.3.2 is applied to a specific beam element, depending on the crack
location, as in the exemplary case shown in Figure 4.1 where the crack is supposed to
be located in the centre of the fourth wheelset axle. Therefore, a totally new simulation
tool enabling to consider the effects on wheelset vibration jointly caused by the pres-
ence of a crack in the axle and by the usual train-track interaction phenomena such as
excitation from track flexibility, rail corrugation and wheel OOR has been created.

Table 4.1 shows the independent coordinates of the vehicle and track model, which
are added to the nodal coordinates of the cracked axle defined by Equation 3.6. The
MB-FE model consist of different models including vehicle MB model (including car
body, two bogies and three wheelsets) with 21 degrees of freedom (DOF) in total and
track models with 36 DOF (9 DOF per wheelset), whereas the Timoshenko beam FE
model of the fourth wheelset has 180 DOF (30 nodes, 6 DOF for each node). Therefore,
the MB-FE model has a total of 237 DOF and it can change depending on the number
of nodes considered in the beam FE model for different mesh density.
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Figure
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4.1. MB-FE model

Table 4.1: Independent coordinates of the MB-FE model

Component / DOF Vertical Lateral Yaw Pitch Roll
Car body zc yc ϕc ψc θc

Leading bogie zt1 yt1 ϕt1 ψt1 θt1

Trailing bogie zt2 yt2 ϕt2 ψt2 θt2

Wheelset 1∼3 yw1∼3 ϕw1∼3

Wheelset 4 Beam FE model
Right rail 1∼4 (m1) zr1∼4 yr1∼4

Left rail 1∼4 (m1) zl1∼4 yl1∼4

Sleeper 1∼4 (m2, J) zs1∼4 ys1∼4 θs1∼4

Right ballast 1∼4 (m3) zbr1∼4

Left ballast 1∼4 (m3) zbl1∼4

More details about the MB-FE model and its results are presented in the next sections.

4.1 MB-FE model

4.1.1 Railway vehicle MB model

The governing equations of the railway vehicle dynamics are introduced as follows,
considering the notation for the independent coordinates introduced by Table 4.1.

(a) Car body dynamics:

mcz̈c + 2k2z(2zc − zt1 − zt2) + 2c2z(2żc − żt1 − żt2) = mcg (4.1)

mcÿc + 2k2y(2yc − 2h1θc − yt1 − yt2 − h3θt1 − h3θt2)

+ 2c2y(2ẏc − 2h1θ̇c − ẏt1 − ẏt2 − h3θ̇t1 − h3θ̇t2) = 0
(4.2)

Jczϕ̈c + 2k2yl(2lϕc − yt1 + yt2 − h3(θt1 − θt2))

+ 2c2yl(2lϕ̇c − ẏt1 + ẏt2 − h3(θ̇t1 − θ̇t2))

+ 2k2xb
2
2(ϕc − ϕt1) + 2c2xb

2
2(ϕ̇c − ϕ̇t1)

+ 2k2xb
2
2(ϕc − ϕt2) + 2c2xb

2
2(ϕ̇c − ϕ̇t2) = 0

(4.3)

Jcyψ̈c + 2k2xh1(2h1ψc + h3(ψt1 + ψt2))

+ 2c2xh1(2h1ψ̇c + h3(ψ̇t1 + ψ̇t2))

+ 2k2zl(2lψc + zt1 − zt2) + 2c2zl(2lψ̇c + żt1 − żt2) = 0

(4.4)

Jcxθ̈c − 2k2yh1(2yc − 2h1θc − yt1 − yt2 − h3(θt1 + θt2))

− 2c2yh1(2ẏc − 2h1θ̇c − ẏt1 − ẏt2 − h3(θ̇t1 + θ̇t2))

+ 2k2zb
2
2(θc − θt1) + 2c2zb

2
2(θ̇c − θ̇t1)

+ 2k2xb
2
2(θc − θt2) + 2c2xb

2
2(θ̇c − θ̇t2) = 0

(4.5)
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(b) Leading bogie dynamics:

mtz̈t1 − 2k2z(zc − lϕc − zt1)− 2c2z(żc − lϕ̇c − żt1)

+ k1z(4zt1 −
b1
b

(z1r + z2r + z1l + z2l))

+ c1z(4żt1 −
b1
b

(ż1r + ż2r + ż1l + ż2l)) = mtg

(4.6)

mtÿt1 − 2k2y(yc + lϕc − h1θc − yt1 − h3θt1)

− 2c2y(ẏc + lϕ̇c − h1θ̇c − ẏt1 − h3θ̇t1)

+ 2k1y(2yt1 − 2h4θt1 − yw1 − yw2)

+ 2c1y(2ẏt1 − 2h4θ̇t1 − ẏw1 − ẏw2) = 0

(4.7)

Jtzϕ̈t1 − 2k2xb
2
2(ϕc − ϕt1)− 2c2xb

2
2(ϕ̇c − ϕ̇t1)

+ 2k1yl1(2l1ϕt1 − yw1 + yw2)

+ 2c1yl1(2l1ϕ̇t1 − ẏw1 + ẏw2)

+ 2k1xb
2
1(ϕt1 − ϕw1) + 2c1xb

2
1(ϕ̇t1 − ϕ̇w1)

+ 2k1xb
2
1(ϕt1 − ϕw2) + 2c1xb

2
1(ϕ̇t1 − ϕ̇w2) = 0

(4.8)

Jtyψ̈t1 + 2k2xh3(h1ψc + h3ψt1) + 2c2xh3(h1ψ̇c + h3ψ̇t1)

+ 4k1xh
2
4ψt1 + 4c1xh

2
4ψ̇t1

+ k1zl1(4l1ψt1 +
b1
b

(z1r + z1l − z2r − z2l))

+ c1zl1(4l1ψ̇t1 +
b1
b

(ż1r + ż1l − ż2r − ż2l)) = 0

(4.9)

Jtxθ̈t1 − 2k2yh3(yc + lϕc − h1θc − yt1 − h3θt1)

− 2c2yh3(ẏc + lϕ̇c − h1θ̇c − ẏt1 − h3θ̇t1)

− 2k2zb
2
2(θc − θt1)− 2c2zb

2
2(θ̇c − θ̇t1)

− 2k1yh4(2yt1 − 2h4θt1 − yw1 − yw2)

− 2c1yh4(2ẏt1 − 2h4θ̇t1 − ẏw1 − ẏw2)

+ k1zb1(4b1θt1 −
b1
b

(z1r + z2r − z1l − z2l))

+ c1zb1(4b1θ̇t1 −
b1
b

(ż1r + ż2r − ż1l − ż2l)) = 0

(4.10)
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4.1. MB-FE model

(b) Trailing bogie dynamics:

mtz̈t2 − 2k2z(zc − lϕc − zt2)− 2c2z(żc − lϕ̇c − żt2)

+ k1z(4zt2 −
b1
b

(z3r + z4r + z3l + z4l))

+ c1z(4żt2 −
b1
b

(ż3r + ż4r + ż3l + ż4l)) = mtg

(4.11)

mtÿt2 − 2k2y(yc + lϕc − h1θc − yt2 − h3θt2)

− 2c2y(ẏc + lϕ̇c − h1θ̇c − ẏt2 − h3θ̇t2)

+ 2k1y(2yt2 − 2h4θt2 − yw3 − yw4)

+ 2c1y(2ẏt2 − 2h4θ̇t2 − ẏw3 − ẏw4) = 0

(4.12)

Jtzϕ̈t2 − 2k2xb
2
2(ϕc − ϕt2)− 2c2xb

2
2(ϕ̇c − ϕ̇t2)

+ 2k1yl1(2l1ϕt2 − yw3 + yw4)

+ 2c1yl1(2l1ϕ̇t2 − ẏw3 + ẏw4)

+ 2k1xb
2
1(ϕt2 − ϕw3) + 2c1xb

2
1(ϕ̇t2 − ϕ̇w3)

+ 2k1xb
2
1(ϕt2 − ϕw4) + 2c1xb

2
1(ϕ̇t2 − ϕ̇w4) = 0

(4.13)

Jtyψ̈t2 + 2k2xh3(h1ψc + h3ψt2) + 2c2xh3(h1ψ̇c + h3ψ̇t2)

+ 4k1xh
2
4ψt2 + 4c1xh

2
4ψ̇t2

+ k1zl1(4l1ψt2 +
b1
b

(z3r + z3l − z4r − z4l))

+ c1zl1(4l1ψ̇t2 +
b1
b

(ż3r + ż3l − ż4r − ż4l)) = 0

(4.14)

Jtxθ̈t2 − 2k2yh3(yc + lϕc − h1θc − yt2 − h3θt2)

− 2c2yh3(ẏc + lϕ̇c − h1θ̇c − ẏt2 − h3θ̇t2)

− 2k2zb
2
2(θc − θt2)− 2c2zb

2
2(θ̇c − θ̇t2)

− 2k1yh4(2yt2 − 2h4θt2 − yw3 − yw4)

− 2c1yh4(2ẏt2 − 2h4θ̇t2 − ẏw3 − ẏw4)

+ k1zb1(4b1θt2 −
b1
b

(z3r + z4r − z3l − z4l))

+ c1zb1(4b1θ̇t2 −
b1
b

(ż3r + ż4r − ż3l − ż4l)) = 0

(4.15)
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(c) Wheelsets dynamics (when i = 1, j = 1; 2 and i = 2, j = 3):

mwÿwj − 2k1y(yti − (−1)jl1ϕti − h4θti − ywj)

− 2c1y(ẏti − (−1)jl1ϕ̇ti − h4θ̇ti − ẏwj)

+ 2f22

 ẏwj
V

(1 +
σrw
b

)− ϕwj

 + kgyywj

= 2f22

σrw
V b

ẏaj +
σr2w
V b

θ̇clj

 + kgy(yaj + rwθclj)

(4.16)

Jwzϕ̈wj + 2k1xb
2
1(ϕwj − ϕti) + 2c1xb

2
1(ϕ̇wj − ϕ̇ti)

+ 2f11

bλe
rw

ywj +
b2

V
ϕ̇wj

− kgϕϕwj
= 2f11

bλe
rw

(yaj + rwθclj)

(4.17)

The definitions and values of MB railway vehicle model parameters, introduced in
its governing equations, are given in Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The parameters values
of the MB model are defined according to a freight wagon parameters.

It’s worth to clarify that the rigid body equations of motion 4.16 and 4.17 are not
considered for the fourth wheelset which is modelled using the Timoshenko beam FE
model. Also, the name "horizontal direction" used to describe the vibration signal
in the traveling direction of the vehicle, in the previous chapters, is replaced here by
"longitudinal direction" for MB-FE results, because this name is more convenient with
the multi-body simulations of the railway vehicle.

Table 4.2: Definitions and values of the masses and moments of inertia used in the MB-FE model

Component Symbol Definition Value Unit

C
ar

bo
dy mc Mass of car body 80.6× 103 kg

Jcx Roll moment of inertia of car body 58.192× 103 kg.m2

Jcy Pitch moment of inertia of car body 1.768× 106 kg.m2

Jcz Yaw moment of inertia of car body 1.734× 106 kg.m2

B
og

ie

mt Mass of bogie 1635 kg

Jtx Roll moment of inertia of bogie 1025 kg.m2

Jty Pitch moment of inertia of bogie 875 kg.m2

Jtz Yaw moment of inertia of bogie 1823 kg.m2

W
he

el
se

t

mw Mass of wheelset 1254 kg

Jwz Yaw moment of inertia of wheelset 688 kg.m2
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4.1. MB-FE model

Table 4.3: Definitions and values of the suspensions parameters used in the MB-FE model

Component Symbol Definition Value Unit
P

rim
ar

y
su

sp
en

si
on k1x Primary longitudinal stiffness 0.9× 106 N/m

k1y Primary lateral stiffness 0.9× 106 N/m

k1z Primary vertical stiffness 1.6× 106 N/m

c1x Primary longitudinal damping 1× 103 Ns/m

c1y Primary lateral damping 1× 103 Ns/m

c1z Primary vertical damping 1× 103 Ns/m

S
ec

on
da

ry
su

sp
en

si
on k2x Secondary longitudinal stiffness 5.7× 107 N/m

k2y Secondary lateral stiffness 5.7× 107 N/m

k2z Secondary vertical stiffness 5.7× 107 N/m

c2x Secondary longitudinal damping 0 Ns/m

c2y Secondary lateral damping 0 Ns/m

c2z Secondary vertical damping 3.2× 104 Ns/m

Table 4.4: Definitions and values the dimensions parameters used in the MB-FE model

Component Symbol Definition Value Unit

D
im

en
si

on
s

l Half of bogie centre pin spacing 7.43 m

l1 Half of wheelbase 0.9 m

b Half of wheelset contact distance 0.75 m

b1 Half of primary suspension spacing (lateral) 1 m

b2 Half of secondary suspension spacing (lateral) 0 m

h1 Vertical distance from car body center of gravity to
secondary spring

0.155 m

h2 Vertical distance from car body center of gravity to
secondary lateral damper

0.155 m

h3 Vertical distance from bogie frame center of gravity
to secondary spring

0.195 m

h4 Vertical distance from bogie frame center of gravity
to primary suspension

0.25 m

h5 Vertical distance from bogie frame center of gravity
to secondary lateral damper

0.195 m

rw Wheel rolling radius 0.46 m

4.1.2 Railway track model

To consider the track and its pertinent flexibility, in vertical and lateral directions, in
MB-FE model, so-called "moving track models" [61, 62], are used, introducing one
sectional model of the type shown in Figure 4.1 under each wheelset.

The sleeper passing effect, i.e. the periodic variation of track stiffness between a
maximum value when the wheelset is over one sleeper and a minimum one when the
wheelset is at mid-span between two consecutive sleepers, is considered in the sectional
models by periodically varying the track parameters (stiffness, damping and mass) de-
pending on the wheelset position with respect to the sleeper [61].
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Table 4.5: Parameters values and definitions of wheel/rail contact model

Component Symbol Definition Value Unit

W
he

el
/ra

il
pa

ra
m

et
er

s f11 Longitudinal creep coefficient 25798281

f22 Lateral creep coefficient 26066493

λe Effective wheel conicity 0.015

σ Wheelset roll coefficient 0.5

W Load per wheelset 2.18× 105 N

R
ai

lt
ra

ck
irr

eg
ul

ar
iti

es z1r ∼ z4r Vertical disturbances acting on the right
wheels of wheelset 1 ∼ 4

m

z1l ∼ z4l Vertical disturbances acting on the left
wheels of wheelset 1 ∼ 4

m

y1r ∼ y4r Lateral disturbances acting on the right
wheels of wheelset 1 ∼ 4

m

y1l ∼ y4l Lateral disturbances acting on the left
wheels of wheelset 1 ∼ 4

m

ya1 ∼ ya4 Lateral alignment of wheelset 1 ∼ 4 m
θcl1 ∼ θcl4 Cross-level of the track irregularities for

wheelset 1 ∼ 4
rad

O
th

er
de

fin
iti

on
s V Vehicle speed 100 km/h

kgy Lateral gravitational stiffness = Wλe
b

N/m

kgϕ Yaw gravitational stiffness = −Wbλe N/m

This model is appropriate for investigating the dynamic interaction between the ve-
hicle and the track in a frequency range up to 200 Hz [61]. Considering that for a vehicle
moving at 120 km/h the 3xRev frequency is approximately 35 Hz, the frequency range
of the model is fully consistent with the scope of this work.

One moving track model is considered under each wheelset, as shown Figure 4.1,
and the four moving track models are assumed to follow the longitudinal forward move-
ment of the vehicle. More details about this model and its parameters values can be
found in [61].

Figure 4.2 introduces an example of track response, in vertical and lateral directions,
due to its flexibility using this moving track model by applying 105 kN static load in
vertical direction and 30 kN static load in lateral direction at massesm1 (see Figure 4.1)
for each side of the track and at 100 km/h train speed. Figure 4.2 presents the time
history of the track response and its spectrum in both directions evaluated at mass m1.
The effect of sleeper passing is visible in the time history and spectrum of the vertical
displacement which shows a single harmonic component at 55.55 Hz corresponding to
the sleeper passing frequency (spacing of sleepers equal 0.5 m). No effect of sleeper
passing appears in lateral direction, just static deflection can be obtained from this
direction due to the effect of the static load.
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4.1. MB-FE model

Figure 4.2: An example of vertical and lateral track response due to its flexibility at train speed 100
km/h and static forces.

4.1.3 Equation of motion of MB-FE model

The governing equations combining the dynamics of the railway vehicle (MB) inte-
grated with FE model of one axle and the dynamics of the rail track irregularities are
developed and arranged in matrices form as:

[MT ]〈Ẍ〉+ [CT ]〈Ẋ〉+ [KT ]〈X〉 = 〈FT 〉 (4.18)

MT =

[
MMB 0

0 MFE

]
; CT =

[
CMB ccn

cTcn CFE

]
;

KT =

[
KMB kcn

kTcn KFE

]
; FT =

[
FMB

FFE

]
. (4.19)

Where;
- MT , CT and KT : are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices for the entire system
(237 DOF).
- MMB, CMB and KMB: Mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the vehicle MB
model including the moving track models, for a total of 57 DOF.
-MFE , CFE andKFE: Mass, damping and stiffness matrices for Timoshenko beam FE
model of the flexible axle (180 DOF).
- ccn and kcn: damping and stiffness terms of the primary suspension connecting the FE
wheelset to the vehicle. The superscript T means the transpose of the matrix.
- X: Vector of independent coordinates, including the coordinates listed in Table 4.1
and the nodal displacements of the Timoshenko beam FE model.
- FT : Forces vector for the whole model (237 elements).
- FMB: Forces vector acting on the coordinates of the MB model (57 elements).
- FFE: Vector of the nodal forces acting on the Timoshenko beam FE model (180
elements).

Equation (4.18) is solved in time domain using the Newmark method with fixed time
step using a code written in MATLAB language.
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4.1.4 Irregularities considered in MB-FE model

Two different types of disturbance were considered in MB-FE model, Track geometri-
cal irregularities and wheel OOR.

Railway track geometrical irregularities

Railway track irregularities are due to combinations of initial installation errors, general
degradation, cumulative track loading, and low rail joints. Track geometrical variations
are the primary inputs to the railway vehicles [63]. The geometrical track irregularities
include the vertical profile, cross-level, lateral alignment, and gauge irregularities [64],
see Figure 4.3. The lateral alignment (ya) and cross-level (θcl) of the track irregularities
can be expressed as:

ya =
yr + yl

2
; θcl =

zl − zr
2b

(4.20)

where; yr and yl represent the lateral track irregularities of the right and left rails,
respectively; zr and zl represent the vertical track irregularities of the right and left rails,
respectively, and b is half of wheelset contact distance.

Figure 4.3: Definitions of the track geometrical irregularities: (a) the lateral alignment and gauge and
(b) the vertical profile and cross level [63].

Random track irregularities in vertical and lateral directions were used in these sim-
ulations. The random track irregularities are usually described by their power spec-
tral densities (PSDs), which are determined from the measured data [64]. To obtain
a realistic case, vertical level, cross level and lateral alignment track irregularities are
considered in these simulation, using random-phase spatial realisations of the power
spectral density curves defined as "low level" irregularity by report ORE B 176 [65],
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4.2. MB-FE model verification

considering wavelengths in the range 0.25 to 25 m. For wavelengths shorter than 3 m,
the ORE B 176 spectra are linearly extrapolated [62].

Figure 4.4 presents an example of vertical and lateral irregularities of one side of the
track and their spectra.

Figure 4.4: An example of vertical and lateral track irregularities.

Wheel OOR irregularities

Same model of wheel OOR mentioned in subsection 3.2.8 is used here in the MB-FE
model. In that model, the profile of wheel OOR was introduced as a sum of twenty sine
functions with wavelengths corresponding to the nominal wheel circumference (2.88
m) and the nineteen lowest sub-multiples. The amplitudes of these components were
defined based on the elaboration of experimental measurements of wheel OOR reported
in [54] while the phases of the harmonics were generated using different random sets
of numbers for each wheel, so to avoid correlation of the OOR profiles obtained on the
different wheels.

To investigate further the effect of this very important type of disturbance, other
wheel OOR profiles were considered in these analyses using scaling factor up to 2.

4.2 MB-FE model verification

In order to assess to which extent, the MB-FE model can be assumed representative
of the actual behavior of the railway vehicle with/without cracked axle, two levels of
verification have been carried out. These verification activities allowed to verify that
the model is able to reproduce with good accuracy:

1. The rigid-body dynamics of the vehicle without considering any crack in the axle.

2. The dynamics of railway vehicle with one cracked axle and without considering
any irregularities to assess the capability of the MB-FE model to reproduce the
crack breathing mechanism effect.
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4.2.1 First verification level

In this verification level, the MB-FE model, without considering any crack, was vali-
dated against Polimi conventional railway vehicle MB software (ADTReS) coded by
FORTRAN programming language [62, 66]. To avoid the deformation of the flexible
wheelset in this case of simulation, its stiffness has been increased by increasing its
modulus of elasticity three times the normal value. The same parameters values and
the same track irregularities (vertical, lateral and cross level) were introduced in both
models. Simulations were performed considering a vehicle speed of 100 km/h which
is realistic for a freight wagon. The time histories of some DOFs of the two models are
compared in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Verification results of MB-FE model (MATLAB) against ADTReS model (FORTRAN).

Figure 4.5 reveals a good agreement between MB-FE and ADTReS model, although
slight differences can be noted in lateral and yaw direction, due to the use of different
theories used in the two models to represent the creepage-creep force relationship. In
software ADTReS, the Shen-Hedrick-Elkins non-linear model of creep forces [67] is
used whilst in the MB-FE model the simpler linear model due to Kalker [67] is used.
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4.2.2 Second verification level

In the second verification level, the MB-FE model was used to simulate a vehicle with
a crack in the fourth axle running on a track with no irregularity and no wheel OOR
disturbance. The results were compared to those obtained for the Timoshenko beam
FE model of one single wheelset, introduced in Section 3.3, considering the same crack
size and location introduced in the MB-FE model.

In both models, the crack breathing mechanism model was applied to the central
element (element 15 in Figures 3.12 and 4.1) and three different crack sizes (0% "No
crack", 35% and 50%) were simulated. The vertical and longitudinal displacements of
node 15, located at the center of the axle (see Figures 3.12 and 4.1), are compared in
Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Verification of MB-FE model results against "One Axle" beam FE model in vertical (left)
and longitudinal (right) directions.

Figure 4.6 reveals good agreements between the two models results. In the vertical
directions, the results are almost the same while in longitudinal direction, the peak-peak
values, approximately, are equal but the mean values of MB-FE model results, in this
direction, are not equal 0, this because of the longitudinal static force introduced at the
axle-boxes of the fourth wheelset due to the rotation of the car body and the trailing
bogie with positive pitch angles due to the flexibility of the fourth wheelset.
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Chapter 4. Multi-body model of railway vehicle including finite element model of one
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In conclusion, it can be stated that despite its simplicity the MB-FE model is capable
of reproducing the running dynamics of the vehicle and therefore can be used to gener-
ate realistic boundary conditions for the analysis of vibrations resulting in the cracked
axle from the simultaneous effect of the crack breathing mechanism and disturbances
arising from track irregularity and wheel OOR profile.

4.3 MB-FE model results

The MB-FE model was used to study the influence of crack propagation on the vibra-
tion signals measured at the axle-boxes in vertical and horizontal direction. Two crack
locations were simulated, the first one close to the wheel (crack at element 7, see Fig-
ure 4.1) and the second in the centre of the axle (crack at element 15, see Figure 4.1).
Both simulations are carried out for crack sizes varying from 0% (no crack) until 50%
in 5% steps.

The same track irregularities used in the first verification level as well as wheel OOR
disturbance, with amplitude level equal to the one introduced in Section 3.2.8, are con-
sidered in these simulations. The simulated signals were obtained in time domain and
by means of FFT function converted to frequency domain to obtain trends with crack
sizes of the harmonic components of axle-box acceleration.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the trends with crack sizes of the first three harmonics of
the acceleration signals, measured at the left axle-box of the cracked wheelset (node 3,
see Figure 4.1), for the first and second crack location respectively, with and without
considering wheel OOR irregularities.

Figure 4.7: Trends of first three harmonics of acceleration signal for crack at first location (left: vertical
axle-box acceleration, right: horizontal axle-box acceleration).
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4.3. MB-FE model results

Figure 4.8: Trends of first three harmonics of acceleration signal for crack at second location (left:
vertical axle-box acceleration, right: horizontal axle-box acceleration).

As far as the harmonics of the vertical acceleration are concerned, the effect of wheel
OOR disturbance appears to be dominant for all the harmonics considered especially
for crack sizes below 30%, as demonstrated by the comparison between the results ob-
tained with and without considering wheel OOR. For crack sizes greater than 30% the
effect of crack breathing becomes visible at least in the 2xRev and 3xRev harmonics,
but it is still difficult to separate the two effects, to the point that the trends of these har-
monics are not even monotonic with increasing crack size. Indeed, the trends of vertical
direction depend on the phase angle between the crack harmonics and its conjunction
from wheel OOR, for instance, the third harmonics (3xRev) seems to be in same phase
leading to an increasing trend while the first and second harmonics seem to be in phase
opposition, so they produce a decreasing trend.

The harmonic components of the horizontal axle-box acceleration are instead weakly
affected by wheel OOR disturbance and show clear monotonic trends with increasing
size of the crack. To confirm these conclusions, a second set of simulations was per-
formed considering a double amplitude for all wheel OOR harmonics, and the results
are shown in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 for the two crack locations.

It is confirmed that the harmonics of the horizontal axle-box acceleration are weakly
affected by wheel OOR disturbance and therefore a crack detection criterion based on
monitoring these quantities can be robust towards the effect of disturbances arising at
wheel-rail contact. On the other hand, the results shown in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 for the
vertical axle-box acceleration confirm that this signal is highly affected by wheel OOR
profile. Therefore, it can be concluded that the measure of the horizontal component
is nearly insensitive to the effect of various sources of disturbance, particularly wheel
OOR, compared to vertical one, thus, it provides promising indicator of axle fault de-
velopment.
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Chapter 4. Multi-body model of railway vehicle including finite element model of one
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Figure 4.9: Trends of first three harmonics of acceleration signal for crack at first location with double
wheel OOR irregularity amplitude (left: vertical axle-box acceleration, right: horizontal axle-box
acceleration).

Figure 4.10: Trends of first three harmonics of acceleration signal for crack at second location with
double wheel OOR irregularity amplitude (left: vertical axle-box acceleration, right: horizontal
axle-box acceleration).
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4.4 Definition of threshold for defect detection

The last stage of the proposed SHM is defining a threshold criterion of a running axle
in order to give the operator an alarm when the faulty axle deterioration exceeds the
pre-adjusted threshold. The general procedure of statistical monitoring is to collect a
large number of healthy data samples used as the reference data set. All new measured
data are then compared to the healthy ones to check whether an abnormal behaviour
occurs.

In order to establish a simple crack detection criterion, the horizontal acceleration
of the axle-box at zero crack size obtained from MB-FE model simulation presented
in Section 4.3 is examined, see Figure 4.11. Despite this quantity is partly related to
random excitation from track irregularity which is eliminated once the extraction of the
NxRev harmonics of the signal is performed, it can still be considered as a realistic
quantification of noise and disturbance affecting the detection of axle crack based on
the measure of longitudinal axle-box acceleration. As shown by the Normal Probabil-
ity Plot, this quantity is reasonably described by a Normal distribution with zero mean.
Then the standard deviation σ of the signal can be used to define a threshold for crack
detection. From the simulation of zero crack, a standard deviation value σ = 0.0485
m/s2 is obtained. Assuming a threshold value equal to three times the standard devi-
ation results in a threshold value which is approximately 0.15 m/s2. This threshold
value is superimposed on Figures 4.7 to 4.10 as a horizontal line.

Figure 4.11: Horizontal acceleration of the axle-box for zero crack size (left: Time history, right: Normal
Probability Plot).

Considering again the magnitude of the 2xRev and 3xRev harmonics of the hori-
zontal axle-box acceleration shown in Figures 4.7 to 4.10, it is observed that values in
excess of the threshold are obtained for crack size 15% or greater when the first crack
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location (close to the wheel) is considered and for crack size 20% or greater when the
crack is at the second location (in the centre of the axle). Although these crack sizes
are much greater than those that can be detected by an ultra-sonic (US) non-destructive
inspection, it shall be noted that this crack detection criterion can be applied for the
continuous structural health monitoring of the axle, whereas US inspections are taken,
for freight wagons, at 600,000 km or 6-year distance. It shall also be considered that
a crack size in the order of 15-20% is still far enough from the critical size that will
produce the failure of the axle to allow to stop the wagon and scrap the axle avoiding
service disruptions and, most importantly, in-line failure of the axle which might result
in major safety issues.

It is worth to observe that the crack size at which the threshold value of 0.15 m/s2

is exceeded is approximately the same for both the 2xRev and 3xRev harmonic compo-
nents, so the crack detection procedure could be made more robust to false alarms by
checking that the threshold is exceeded on both these harmonic components.
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CHAPTER5
Data treatment techniques

5.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, it was shown that the examination of super-synchronous vibra-
tions at the axle-boxes can be used to detect the presence of a crack in a railway axle
before the size of the crack becomes critical. However, it is not an easy task to im-
plement a structural health monitoring technique for axle integrity based on measuring
axle-box vibrations mainly for two reasons:

1. The presence of very large noise affecting the measured signals.

2. The fact that in a real case the rotational speed of the wheelset is not constant in
time leading to non-stationary vibration signals.

Different feature extraction techniques like time domain, frequency domain and
time-frequency domain can be used to solve these issues and enable the effective SHM
of the axle.

In this chapter, after examination of the State-of-the-Art, different techniques are
tested to propose an effective technique able to extract the useful information from
noisy and non-stationary vibration signals which are representative of signals obtained
from railway field. The proposed signal processing technique is applied to crack simu-
lated signal corrupted with random noise to assess the possibility of using this technique
to extract the signal harmonics. Moreover, a tacho-less technique suitable for railway
continuous SHM applications is proposed and validated.
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Chapter 5. Data treatment techniques

5.2 State of the Art analysis

5.2.1 SHM using vibration measurements

SHM is an independent tool for measuring the different parameters (e.g. vibration,
temperature, etc.) to monitor the condition of the different components of the machine.
SHM can be done on-line or off-line. In the long term, SHM provides current informa-
tion from time to time about the condition of the machine. The SHM consists of three
steps: signal measuring, signal processing (e.g. de-noising), and data analysis [68–70].

The main goals of the SHM are:

1. To discover the presence of damage in the machine.

2. To estimate the geometric location of the damage.

3. To estimate the severity level of the damage.

4. To predict the remaining service life of the machine.

Sometimes, the deterioration in machine takes place so fast that there is a very small
gap between fault detection and total failure [71], in such cases, continuous or real-time
monitoring with automatic data treatment technique is needed to stop the machine at
the proper time. Unusual vibrations frequency or magnitude can be used as an indi-
cator for problems in systems having rotating or reciprocating parts, such as bearings,
engines, gear boxes, shafts, turbines, and motors. To reduce regular periodic inspec-
tions, reliable structural health monitoring is very important and can be performed by
measuring the in-service vibration of the system [72].

The vibration signals can be described in terms of three parameters: displacement,
velocity and acceleration. The sensitivity of sensors used for measuring these parame-
ters varies with the frequency of the vibration. The general selection guideline is to use
displacement sensors to pick up low-frequency signals, velocity sensors in the interme-
diate frequency ranges and accelerometers for high frequencies [73–84].

The vibration signal properties that have to be measured are usually vibration am-
plitude, frequency and phase. The vibration measurements are carried out in the time
domain which gives only the trend of vibration level (e.g. peak-to-peak, RMS, etc.). In
some cases, time domain signal might be used as an indication of the condition of the
whole machine (whether the machine is in good or bad condition) but in cause of the
vibration level increases at the component level, it is difficult to assign it with such lone
measurement of overall vibration. To examine the source of vibration in component
level, one needs to study the relationship between the vibration signal frequencies and
the rotational speed of the shaft. In fact, every fault in rotating machines has a unique
frequency (or frequencies) to participate in the overall vibration signal [85]. In rotating
machinery, different faults at the component level might provide vibration frequencies
in integer multiples (or divisions) of the rotational frequency of component speeds.

A valuable and intensive literature survey of vibration monitoring methods and sig-
nal processing techniques for SHM was introduced in [72, 86, 87]. In addition, many
researches were carried out for SHM of a rotating machinery in [88–91].
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5.2.2 Vibration signal processing techniques

There are no general signal processing techniques that would be appropriate for all ap-
plications and also, it is not practically possible to express all signal processing methods
for various applications [92, 93].

As long as this work is concerned with SHM of railway axles, a review of vari-
ous types of vibration signal processing techniques for a variety of rotating machines
is reviewed and presented. These techniques are grouped into three categories: time
domain, frequency domain, and the joint time-frequency domain.

Time Domain

Vibration signals (displacement, velocity or acceleration) are measured as a series of
digital numbers in the time domain. In some applications, time domain signal is very
useful and can be used to describe the statistical properties of the vibration signal (e.g.
peak-peak value, RMS, crest factor, enveloping, Probability distribution, density func-
tion, etc...). Time Series (TS) models which are developed as an approximate mathe-
matical model based on a set of input-output measurements are the earliest models used
in SHM where the time domain analysis of vibration signals was used to diagnose the
damages in mechanical structures [94–97].

Frequency domain

Frequency domain as well as time-frequency domain features can generally show ro-
tating machinery faults better than time domain vibration features. In these domains,
particular frequency components such as resonance frequency components or defect
frequency can be relatively easily detected and matched to faults such as railway axle
transversal crack which causes a change of the axle bending vibration harmonics, the
topic of this thesis.

By increasing the order of frequency or time-frequency transformation parameters,
these techniques were researched to effectively extract coefficients and were used by
calculating correlation or logarithmic value of transformation parameters. For instance,
after the spectrum had been used widely in both linear and logarithmic presentations,
the power spectrum as a second order spectrum was applied successfully [87]. In rotat-
ing machinery, spectral analysis of the vibration signals is perhaps the most popularly
applied approach and by means of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the features of the
signals (raw signals or processed signals) can be estimated. The higher order spectrum
is also called the bispectrum. The power cepstrum is a logarithm of the power spec-
trum which was also used to machinery fault diagnosis [87]. Another second order
of frequency domain method is "cyclostationarity". Cyclostationarity was used as an
effective tool for early diagnosis of faults in gear systems [87].

Fast Fourier transform (FFT)

To estimate the strength of different frequency components (i.e. the power spectrum) of
a time-domain signal, the well-known transform, Fourier transform (FT), is used [72].
There are two types of Fourier transform, direct FT used to convert the signal from
time domain to frequency domain, and an inverse FT used to convert the signal from
frequency domain to time domain. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is considered for
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a finite time called the "frame" or "time window", which is then digitized and stored for
feature extraction. FFT is a special case of DFT with some requirements to make DFT
faster. FFT is considered as more effective and efficient diagnosis technique to obtain
the Fourier transform of discretized time signals.

To avoid false frequency components that take place due to aliasing, the selection of
an appropriate sampling rate is important for signal digitization [72]. As per Nyquist
theorem, the sampling frequency should be at least twice the maximum frequency re-
quired in the signal spectrum. FFT has been used in several types of structures to detect
damage in many applications.

Frequency domain technique is used effectively with stationary signals but in the
case of non-stationary signals, this technique is not valid anymore. Time-frequency
domain techniques are the suitable techniques for non-stationary signals.

Time-frequency domain

As mentioned before, FFT has some limitations as it’s unable to describe the change
in time of the signal’s frequency content. Therefore, the joint time-frequency anal-
ysis technique is used to define a signal simultaneously using two-dimensional rep-
resentation (time vs. frequency) by comparing them with elementary functions such
as the frequency modulated Gaussian functions [98]. The major difference between
each time-frequency method is to handle the problem of uncertainty. Here, the uncer-
tainty principle states that "one can’t simultaneously have good frequency resolution
and good amplitude resolution" [99]. To overcome the time information loss problem
of FFT, other signal processing techniques (e.g. short-time Fourier transform (STFT),
Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) and wavelet transform (WT)) are introduced to rep-
resent the signal in time-frequency domain.

In the past decade, time-frequency analysis techniques have been studied and ap-
plied to machinery fault diagnosis due to their ability to represent signals in both
the time and frequency domains. Preliminary time-frequency techniques, windowed
Fourier Transform [100] and short time Fourier transform (STFT) [101], were used to
monitor the condition of rotating machinery. Wigner distribution [102] and the spectro-
gram [103] are the most well-known quadratic time-frequency representations belong-
ing to the Cohen class. Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) has been generated based
on the STFT with better time-frequency resolution and used to monitor the condition of
the rotating machinery. Discrete wavelet packet analysis (DWPA), and discrete wavelet
analysis also showed their potential in fault diagnosis [87].

Short-time Fourier transform (STFT)

STFT is an extension of FFT capability of analyzing non-stationary or noisy signals by
dividing the time domain signal into small time windows and implementing the Fourier
transform for each time segment to represent the change in signal frequency existed
in that segment. It gives constant absolute bandwidth analysis to identify harmonic
components and offers fixed resolution in two-dimensional description, irrespective of
the actual frequency range [104]. The size of the window defines the accuracy of time
and frequency resolution. Large window introduces poor time resolution and good
frequency resolution and vice versa, therefore, STFT has a weakness of low-resolution
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problem. This limitation is resulted choosing a small window, which can’t be used with
the dynamic transient behavior of the structure. Also, it can’t be used to define two
closed natural frequencies [105].

Spectrogram is a visual representation of the STFT. The spectrogram is a 2D visual
heat map where the horizontal axis represents the time of the signal and the vertical
axis represents the frequency axis. The third dimension is the amplitude and is repre-
sented by colors. What is visualized is an image, in which, for a specified time point
and a specified frequency, darker colors means that lower in magnitude and lighter
color represents the higher in magnitude, as shown in the example presented in Fig-
ure 5.1. The main drawback of the spectrogram appears in cases with large frequency
variation where bad time-frequency resolution is obtained as a result of fixed window
length used during whole time history. To overcome this disadvantage, variable window
length should be used where wider window applied with low frequencies and narrower
window applied with high frequencies.

Chirplet transform (CT) is a time- frequency representation tool, similar to STFT,
but it is using a window with adjustable length depending on the rate of change in the
signal frequency with the time. CT involves the inner product between the signal and
chirp basis functions [106]. CT can be physically interpreted as the projection of the
signal on a set of atoms with different chirp rates. When the chirp rate equal zero,
the CT degrades into normal spectrogram [106]. From this view, spectrogram can be
considered as a special case of CT. In other words, CT could provide a more flexible
and effective time- frequency representation than STFT [106]. Even though the spectro-
gram renders a limited time-frequency resolution, it is motivated by its computationally
efficient compared to the Chirplet transform [107]. Figure 5.1 presents an example of
spectrogram and Chirplet transform for same vibration signal.

Wavelet transform (WT)

As mentioned before, there is a disadvantage of the STFT, namely that the frequency
resolution fixed for all frequencies range as shown in Figure 5.2. For good resolution
in time at different frequencies range, different width of the window should be used
where the window length is defined depending on the required resolution for different
frequencies. Wavelet transform is able to deal with this condition, even though it is
mapping the signal into timescale or time-level rather than time-frequency, but there is
a connection between scale, level, and frequency. The better resolution at high frequen-
cies in time is achieved by reducing the resolution in frequency and the resolution in
time becomes weaker at lower frequencies [108] (see Figure 5.2.

The first idea of Wavelet transformer (WT) was presented by Jean Morlet in 1982.
He introduced the idea of accurate time-frequency analysis strategy to obtain an opti-
mal balance between frequency resolution and time resolution for seismic wave analy-
sis. In comparison to STFT where complex cosine and sine functions are used to map
the signal from time to frequency domain, WT consists of a group of basic functions
(as a function of time) that can be independently dilated and shifted. WT of a signal
is calculated using one of two methods, Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and con-
tinuous wavelet transform (CWT). The main difference between the two methods is
the scaling, where DWT scaling factor is taken as a power of two and it is generally
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Figure 5.1: (a) STFT spectrogram; (b) CT spectrogram; (c) zoomed-in spectrogram of (a); (d) zoomed-
in spectrogram of (b) [106].

Figure 5.2: Schematic picture of the Fourier, short time Fourier and wavelet transform resolution.

performed through a pair of low-pass and high-pass wavelet filters while CWT scaling
factor is chosen randomly or by means of convolution [109]. CWT is more sensitive
than Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) to stiffness change [110].

WT has a great possibility to detect a sudden change in a signal or to locate an
abrupt change in response from the acceleration signal. Also, it is robust and insensi-
tive to changing working conditions. WT has been used profusely in many fields such
as mechanical engineering, robotics, biomedical engineering, transportation engineer-
ing, power engineering, structural vibration control, earthquake, image processing. WT
was used also for noise decreasing, data compression and computational efficiency. For
denoising purposes, complex harmonic wavelets (typically of one-octave bandwidth)
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are especially used with a compact in the frequency domain, but infinite in the time
domain [111]. Complex harmonic wavelets are narrower and look like windowed si-
nusoids (harmonic functions) and because its imaginary part is orthogonal to the real
part, complex wavelets have the advantage of non-sensitivity to the phasing of the event
being transformed (sine rather than cosine).

Different wavelet transformers were used for SHM [112]. We can summarize that
the wavelet transform is a tool that cuts up data, functions or operators into different
frequency components, and then studies each component with a resolution matched to
its scale by using a variable length window, where:
- Narrower windows are more appropriate at high frequencies.
- Wider windows are more appropriate at low frequencies.

Cohen’s class

Cohen’s class (CC) distribution is a technique to evaluate the energy of time-varying
systems [113]. In 1932, Eugene Wigner introduced the initial Wigner distribution to
study the problem of statistical equilibrium in quantum mechanics. After 15 years,
Jean Ville modified the Wigner distribution and introduced it, as a first time, in the sig-
nal processing to reduce interference between the frequency components. Now, in the
field of signal processing, it is commonly known as Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD).

WVD is one of the most common time-frequency analysis techniques and it’s one of
the so-called ’Cohen’s class’ of time-frequency distributions. WVD is used to monitor
the nonlinear behavior because it breaks the uncertainty principle to give great resolu-
tion for accurate examination in both domains. For the fault diagnosis of bearing, WVD
was applied based on empirical mode decompositions (EMDs) [114]. The main advan-
tages of WVD are its simplicity, excellent accuracy, effectiveness, no requirement of
window function for its analysis, better resolution than STFT, and stable with window
effects. On the other hand, WVD has some drawbacks of cross-term interference (i.e.
generation of false frequency does not exist in the original signal).

To overcome the WVD cross-term interference problem, Choi- William [115] intro-
duced alternative kernels, but his method has also some drawbacks summarized in the
cost of lower resolution and the increase in computational time. Different smoothing
techniques were proposed to maintain the optimum resolution by first locating the inter-
ference components, and then withdraw from the unsmoothed WVD [116]. A smooth
pseudo WVD is used in condition monitoring field in many applications such as to mon-
itor the condition of the gearbox by detecting the broken tooth in a spur gear [117] and
to spread the energy of the frequency component by using a Gaussian window [118]. It
is also used for comparing the acoustic and vibration signals to detect the faults in gear
and to compare the time-frequency characteristic of cracked rotor [110, 119].

Hilbert-Huang transform

The traditional methods, e.g. Fourier integral transform and FFT, have a strong as-
sumption that the signals being processed should be obtained from linear systems and
the data must be stationary or periodic. Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) is an algo-
rithm used for analyzing the data obtained from non-linear and non-stationary signal
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by decomposing the signal into "Intrinsic Mode Functions" (IMF) and then obtains
"Instantaneous frequency" (IF).

Huang et al. [114] introduced the HHT as a data analysis tool or an adaptive sig-
nal processing technique to obtain the properties of stationary, non-stationary and tran-
sient signals, especially for time-frequency-energy representations. HHT consist of two
steps, firstly, by using empirical mode decomposition (EMD) strategy [114, 120–124],
the signal will be decomposed into a collection of band-limited quasi-stationary func-
tions called IMFs. Second step, to determine the local energy of all the instanta-
neous frequency or to obtain its amplitude and phase angle from the non-linear or non-
stationary signals, the Hilbert spectral analysis is applied to each IMF. HHT has been
applied for vibration signal processing in various fields such as mechanical engineering,
earthquake engineering and biomedical.

HHT has some advantages of nonparticipation of any convolution, less computa-
tional time and it’s a promising method to extract the features of the non-linear and
non-stationary signal [125]. On the other hand, HHT has some drawbacks. Firstly, the
EMD produces some IMFs at the low-frequency region may lead to result misunder-
standing. Secondly, the monocomponent property of obtained IMF cannot be achieved
due to wide frequency range. Thirdly, the EMD cannot be used to separate the sig-
nals of low frequency components. Therefore, improvements for HHT technique are
needed to overcome these shortcomings. In the improved version, wavelet packet trans-
form (WPT) is used as a preprocessor to separate the analyzed signal into a family of
narrow band signals [126].

5.2.3 Vibration signal de-noising techniques

Raw vibration measurements always contain unwanted data which are called noise.
Ideally, the vibration signal should be free of any noise or interference that would pre-
vent analysis. Unfortunately, this is never happening in the real world because always
there are uncontrollable changes of the vibration in a machine that add noise to the sig-
nal. High level of noise in the measuring signal can hide useful information included
in the measurements. Data processing would be much easier if we do not have to deal
with noise and interference signals. The best method to eliminate vibrations noise is to
identify the source of it and, if possible, remove it, therefore, the signal can be acquired
with less noise. If the noise source cannot be eliminated, then the raw vibration data
has to be treated using data processing techniques to minimize the noise level.

The first step for any data processing techniques is to eliminate the noise or at least
to decrease its effect. There are different strategies for signal de-noising and the se-
lection of the suitable strategy depends on some factors such as vibration signal source
(e.g. signals from rotating machinery are different from the other signals because of
the repeatability of the signals features) and also the signal to noise ratio (SNR). In
this section, different vibration signal de-noising techniques appropriate for rotating
equipments (e.g. railway axles) are introduced briefly:

Filters

Filtering is the most common signal denoising operation. The first step in data acqui-
sition is analog to digital (A-to-D) signal conversion with filtering. Filtering is now
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routinely performed digitally after A-to-D conversion. Different types of filters are
commonly used with vibration signals include low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, notch,
and tracking filters [127].

Averaging

In rotating machinery, averaging is an effective method for minimizing the effects of
noise, for isolating frequencies of interest and for showing specific patterns in the data.
The instrument uses a digitized time waveform and performs the mathematical opera-
tion to produce the FFT. However, observing only one section of time waveform may
exclude some peak caused by a random vibration influence. To minimize this, it is com-
mon to look at several sections of the time waveform. Several averaging techniques are
available in most vibration analysis software, including: linear, exponential, peak hold,
and time synchronous averaging (TSA) [128]. Each type has certain qualities that allow
it to better suited for a given application.

Singular value decomposition (SVD)

SVD is a matrix decomposition method that can be used to extract the main components
representing the useful information from stationary or non-stationary signal. In essence,
the SVD method decomposes any (m×n) matrixA into three matrices: U , S and V , so
that, [A] = [U ][S][V ]T . Where, U is (m×m) matrix, S is diagonal and (m×n) matrix,
and contains the singular values of A in descending order, and V is (n × n) matrix. U
is called the left singular vector matrix and V is called the right singular vector matrix.

To use the SVD for noise reduction, all singular values in S matrix below a particular
threshold are replaced by zero and then matrix A is reconstructed based on the new S
matrix. A lot of researches have been carried out to introduce a suitable method for
judging which part of diagonal elements in the matrix S should be regarded as those
with small values and replaced by zero. Up to now, no general method to determine the
effective singular values has been introduced. SVD has good stability in noise reduction
and its principles can be found in more details in [129–135].

5.2.4 Computed order tracking (COT)

The vibration signal collected from machines that are working at a constant rotational
speed is mainly formed a spectral component defined at discrete frequencies, which are
generally related to the rotating speed of the shaft. The condition monitoring procedure
assumes a linear behavior of the machine, and each individual spectral component,
or a group of them, is related to a specific dynamic force in the machine. These can
be inherent in the operation condition of the machine or can arise due to a fault. In
the machines working at variable rotational speeds, its vibration signals will be non-
stationary signals and when the conventional FFT analysis is applied to these signals,
each spectral component spreads over several adjacent spectral lines, depending on the
change of the velocity in the machine. Because of this, it is impossible to analyze the
resulting spectrum.

One method for vibration analysis suitable for rotating machinery, working under
variable speed conditions, is known as order tracking. This is a frequency analysis
method that uses multiples of the running speed "orders" instead of absolute frequencies
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(Hz) as the frequency base. Order tracking is useful for machine condition monitoring
because it can easily identify speed related vibrations such as shaft defects (e.g. axles
cracks and bearing wear) [136].

There are at least two order tracking methods that can be implemented, the tradi-
tional hardware method and the software computational method. The traditional hard-
ware method directly samples the vibration signal at constant angle increments using
analog instrumentation. The sampling frequency is fixed to track the shaft’s rotational
speed and the shaft speed is calculated from two consecutive tachometric pulses. Ide-
ally, this velocity could be used to fix the sampling frequency of the following shaft
revolution. However, to adjust the antialiasing filter, the fixed sampling frequency is
retarded for at least another revolution. Using a sampling frequency that was calculated
two revolutions beforehand makes this method prone to error for a rapidly changing
shaft speed [136].

Computational or digital methods have been introduced in which the signal is sam-
pling at constant time increment (∆t) and then by using computational technique, it can
be resampled to a desired constant angle increment (∆θ) based on keyphasor pulses.
This method is referred to as computed order tracking because it uses numerical tech-
niques to extract speed-normalised data from the vibration signal that has been obtained
through traditional sampling methods. COT procedures and examples of its applica-
tions can be found in [49, 136]

5.2.5 Rotating shafts RPM determination

One main requirement to perform the above mentioned COT technique is the keyphasor
pulses or the tachometer signal in order to resample the signal from time domain to
angle domain. There are two techniques are used to obtain the RPM of the rotating
shaft:

1. Direct RPM measurements using sensors (e.g. tachometer).

2. RPM estimation using the vibration signal features (tacho-less techniques).

RPM measurement sensors

Low-cost, high-value sensor options are available for RPM measurement applications.
Most of these sensors provide simple, reliable and inexpensive transducers for highly
sophisticated signal processing techniques. Sensors used for this purpose are shaft (ro-
tary type) encoders, photoelectric (optical type) sensors and magnetic rotational speed
(proximity type) sensors. All of these sensors send RPM data in the form of electrical
pulses.

Shaft encoders offer a high resolution of typically 1-5000 pulses per revolution
(PPR) and clearly defined, symmetrical pulses. Proximity sensors provide medium (or
low) resolution sensing, depending on the number of pulses measured per revolution.
Photoelectric sensors usually sense a reflective target on the rotating shaft. Magnetic
rotational speed sensors use various magnetic proximity measuring principles to moni-
tor the speeds of machine components till 30,000 rpm.
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5.2. State of the Art analysis

In principle, RPM sensors convert mechanical motion into electric pulses with or
without direct contact when positioned near a turning rotor, gear, shaft or other reg-
ularly moving device. The resultant output signals are then fed to a digital counter,
tachometer, or other monitoring and control device.

RPM estimation using tacho-less techniques

In some applications, it’s not possible to add a tachometer hardware due to its complex-
ity or shortage of power. Therefore, to overcome this weakness point, some tacho-less
order tracking methods have been introduced in the last few years. Tacholess order
tracking approaches, which use the vibration signals to obtain the instantaneous angu-
lar speed information, are therefore actively investigated by the engineering community
to deal with the limitations of using tachometer.

In reference [137], the acceleration signal was used to perform tacholess order track-
ing in slightly varying rotational speed applications using a narrow-band demodulation
on one of the gear mesh frequencies. A clustering procedure was used by [138], to
track an instantaneous frequency (IF) component in the spectrogram of the vibration
signal. The IF estimated is low-pass filtered, since it contains noise due to the limited
resolution provided by the spectrogram. The filtered instantaneous frequency is used to
resample the signal for fault detection.

Papers [106,139] proposed tacholess order tracking procedures used in case of large
speed variation conditions. Reference [139] proposed performing maxima tracking on
the spectrogram of the vibration signal where the rough estimation of the instantaneous
frequency, obtained from the maxima tracking process, is used to order track the signal
and filter out all components except the single of the instantaneous frequency. This
mono-component signal is reverse resampled to the time domain.

Paper [106] used the chirplet transform to extract an instantaneous frequency com-
ponent and then the angular velocity Vold-Kalman filter is applied to the signal to obtain
a mono-component signal. Hilbert transform is used on the mono-component signal
in [106, 139] to extract the instantaneous phase of the signal over time. This instanta-
neous phase provides a mapping from the time to the angle domain, which is used to
order track the vibration signal.

Similar to the methods proposed in [106, 139], paper [107] improved the maxima
tracking algorithm by incorporating acceleration information into the maxima tracking
process which renders it more robust in the presence of angular acceleration and noise
components. The ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) algorithm was
used by [140] to obtain the mono-component intrinsic mode functions of the signal,
which are subsequently used to obtain the phase information of the shaft of interest.
Using the discrete spectrum correction technique was proposed in [141] to track the
orders of vibration signal obtained from a wind turbine.

Reference [142] proposed a multi-order approach for instantaneous angular speed
estimation. The spectrogram is applied to the vibration signal, after which a whitening
procedure is applied to attenuate structural resonances. The probability density function
(PDF) within an expected operating frequency range is estimated at each time step using
multi order information, whereafter the PDF is smoothed to calculate the instantaneous
angular speed.
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Chapter 5. Data treatment techniques

5.3 Proposed signal processing technique suitable for vibration signal
of cracked axle

As introduced before, it is not an easy task to implement a SHM technique for rail-
way axle integrity based on measuring its axle-boxes vibrations because mainly of two
reasons. Firstly, the high level of disturbance generated by track irregularity which
introduces very large noise affecting the measured signals. Generally, the level of ver-
tical axle-box acceleration caused by track irregularity can be in the range of 500 m/s2

whereas the amplitude of the acceleration caused by the crack is in the order of mag-
nitude of 1 m/s2. Secondly, the fact that in a real case, the rotational speed of the
wheelset is not constant in time, therefore, the signals related to the rotational speed of
the axle, e.g. its crack signal, it will be non-stationary signals and more processing has
to be performed to treat non-stationary signals as previously mentioned in the State of
the Art.

The following signal processing technique, shown schematically in Figure 5.3, is
proposed to treat the cracked railway axle vibration signal. This technique is a com-
bination of diverse techniques from the State of the Art and it is able to extract the
useful information from noisy and non-stationary signals which is the same conditions
of signals acquired from railway filed.

The proposed technique starts with acquiring vibration and tachometer signals then
the vibration signal has to be passed through band-pass filter. After filtering, the time
domain vibration signal is resampled at constant angular increments of the axle using
the tachometer signal, therefore, the non-stationary signal in time domain is converted
to a stationary signal in the angle domain. Afterward, the new signal has to be averaged
to reduce the effect of random noise. To improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR),
the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique is applied to the averaged signal.
Finally, the signal spectrum in order domain is obtained by means of FFT.

Figure 5.3: Scheme of the proposed signal processing technique.
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5.3. Proposed signal processing technique suitable for vibration signal of cracked axle

5.3.1 Example of non-stationary crack signal

An example of non-stationary crack signal is shown in Figure 5.4. The signal was
obtained from a numerical simulation of an axle with 50% crack size running at variable
angular speed according to the time history of the RPM curve shown in Figure 5.5. In
fact, the RPM curve is adapted with this large variation to produce a signal with high
non-stationarity in which, afterward, is treated using the proposed signal processing
technique as an example of the technique application. The wheel OOR disturbance is
considered in this simulation.

Figure 5.4: Horizontal vibration signal of cracked axle with variable speed obtained from beam FE
model introduced in Section 3.3.

Figure 5.5: Example of variable RPM.

Figure 5.6 presents a comparison between the signal spectrum in time domain and
angle domain to show the effect of signal non-stationarity on its spectrum and to clarify
the benefits of using the COT technique. Figure 5.6 shows that the spectrum of the
signal in time domain is corrupted and the signal harmonics cannot be identified, on
the other hand, the spectrum of the same signal in angle domain after applying COT
technique is very clear and the harmonics order can be identified easily.
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Chapter 5. Data treatment techniques

Figure 5.6: Comparison between two spectra of a signal in time and angle domain.

5.3.2 Example of application of the proposed signal processing technique

In order to test the validity of using the proposed signal processing technique, an ex-
ample of noisy and non-stationary vibration signal has been processed using this tech-
nique. This faulty signal has been created by adding two different signals, as shown in
Figure 5.7. The first signal is the aforementioned non-stationary crack signal shown in
Figure 5.4. The second signal is a random noise with standard deviation of 10 times
the standard deviation of the crack signal. In fact, the faulty signal has been created by
this way due to the lack of having actual non-stationary crack signal measured from a
real environment.

Figure 5.7: Faulty crack signal construction: (a) non-stationary crack signal without noise; (b) random
noise; (c) the total signal and its spectrum.

The treatment processes of this faulty signal using the proposed signal processing ap-
proach is presented in Figure 5.8. It’s worth to note the substantial improvement of
the SNR in the various phases of the process also the "clean" spectrum obtained at the
end of the process. Moreover, Figure 5.8 shows that SVD approach improves the SNR
of the angle domain signal but does not add much improvement to the signal order
spectrum in terms of the orders peak values.

Figure 5.8 reveals that the proposed signal processing technique can be used to ex-
tract the useful information from a non-stationary signal corrupted with random noise.
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continuous structural health monitoring application

Figure 5.8: Example of using the proposed signal processing technique: (a) the faulty crack signal
in time domain; (b) the signal in angle domain after resampling using tacho-signal; (c) the angle
domain signal and its spectrum after averaging; (d) the angle domain signal and its spectrum after
averaging and applying SVD.

5.4 Proposed tacho-less order tracking technique suitable for railway
vehicle continuous structural health monitoring application

The proposed signal processing technique introduced in Section 5.3 requires a tacho-
signal in order to perform the COT technique but in some railway vehicles, it’s not
possible to add a tachometer hardware. Therefore, a suitable tacho-less technique is
needed to overcome this drawback. Several approaches of tacho-less techniques are
mentioned in the literature survey introduced in Section 5.2.5. The main drawback of
these techniques is the lack of the automatization which means that they are working
off-line, therefore, cannot be used in continuous SHM. Furthermore, the performance
of these traditional techniques depends on the level of speed variation and on the SNR.

To overcome the disadvantages of these techniques, a new approach suitable for
continuous SHM of railway applications is proposed in this work. In this approach, a
coarse angular speed of the axle calculated using the train speed is used to modify the
performance of the traditional tacho-less techniques, as shown in Figure 5.9.

In this technique, the train speed is estimated from two axle-boxes vibration sig-
nals collected from the vertical direction. The sequential properties of these signals are
used to estimate the delay time of one signal with respect to the other one by means of
cross-correlation function applied within a rectangular window moving simultaneously
through over the two signals. The suitable length of the window and its overlapping
percentage have to be selected based on the sampling frequency of the signals. Instan-
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Chapter 5. Data treatment techniques

Figure 5.9: Scheme of complete signal processing technique including the proposed tacho-less tech-
nique.

taneous train speed can be estimate at each window using the horizontal distance (in
traveling direction) between the two sensors and the calculated delay time. Because
only one value of the delay time is calculated in each window, the instantaneous train
speed is considered constant within each window. Therefore, the final curve of the
speed is not smooth enough and smoothing process is applied to obtain a continuous
smooth curve.

By using the estimated train speed, V , and the wheel radius, Rw, coarse angular
speed of the axle can be estimated. This coarse angular speed is set as a reference
during extracting the accurate angular speed from the studying signal spectrogram us-
ing maxima tracking strategy of one harmonic line, as introduced in Section 5.4.1. This
modification improves the effectiveness and robustness of the traditional maxima track-
ing strategy to operate automatically and, therefore, to be suitable for the continuous
SHM of railway applications. Thereafter, the signal processing technique, introduced
in Section 5.3, is applied using this accurate (fine) angular speed.

A brief description of the proposed tacho-less order tracking technique steps is listed
as follow:

1. Acquiring the acceleration signals from axle-boxes.

2. Filtering the signals using a band-pass filter.

3. Applying the cross-correlation function to the filtered vertical acceleration signals
to estimate the delay time between the two signals.

4. Estimation of train speed using the estimated delay time calculated in step 3.

5. Calculation of the axle coarse angular speed (coarse instantaneous frequency (coarse
IF)) using the estimated train speed.

6. Calculation of the spectrogram of the filtered acceleration signal to be inspected.

7. Extracting the accurate angular speed using the signal spectrogram and the coarse
angular speed calculated in step 5.

8. Applying the proposed signal processing technique, introduced in Section 5.3, us-
ing the estimated angular speed, obtained in step 7, to the signal to be inspected.
As previously reported in Section 5.3.2, SVD technique does not add much im-
provement to the signal order spectrum but it enhances the SNR of the angle do-
main signal and since the signal order spectrum is the main focus of this work,
therefore, SVD technique is not considered here to save the computation time.
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The technique is illustrated using two examples, as reported in Section 5.4.1. To this
aim, acceleration signals measured in a line test are used. Due to the lack of having
actual faulty signals, the simulated signal obtained from the beam FE model of cracked
axle, introduced in Section 3.3, has been added to one of the measured acceleration
signals to construct a signal represents the faulty axle real signal.

Unfortunately, the RPM could not be measured during these line tests and instead
the train speed was measured. Therefore, this measured train speed has been used in the
proposed tacho-less technique to extract the axle RPM from its measured acceleration
signals. Only in this case, the spectrograms of the measured acceleration signals were
inspected visually to select an obvious harmonic line to track its maxima values. In
addition, the measured train speed was used in step 5 instead of the estimated one to
extract the axle angular speed obtained in step 7. Afterward, the extracted RPM was
used to simulate the beam FE model of cracked axle. This extracted RPM is considered
as the one obtained from a tachometer signal, therefore, it is set as a reference for
the other estimated angular speeds, i.e. reference for the coarse and accurate angular
speed, obtained from the proposed tacho-less technique depending on the estimated
train speed.

5.4.1 Examples of application of the proposed tacho-less technique using faulty
signals constructed by adding simulated crack signals to measured acceler-
ation signals

Measurements obtained from two line tests performed on vehicles running at differ-
ent speed variations are used in this section. The measurements were obtained from
the axle-boxes of non-cracked axles. Since these tests were performed on in-service
vehicles, wheel OOR disturbances are included in the measurements. Moreover, the
spectrograms of the vertical measurements revealed a low level of wheel OOR distur-
bances where some harmonic lines appeared at low frequencies. Faulty axle signals,
constructed as mentioned in Section 5.4, are processed using the tacho-based method
and the proposed tacho-less method.

First example

In this example, the proposed tacho-less technique, is validated using line test measure-
ments acquired from the vertical direction of the vehicle axle-boxes. Unfortunately,
the horizontal signals could not be measured in this test, therefore, only vertical faulty
signal is constructed and processed. The faulty signal is constructed by adding one of
the measured acceleration signals shown in Figure 5.10 to the simulated crack signal
shown in Figure 5.11. The proposed tacho-less technique steps are explained in more
details in this example as follow:

• Step 1: Acquiring the vibration signals.

The effective condition monitoring technique based on vibration measurements,
firstly, begins with acquiring the time-varying signal from vibration transducers,
such as the accelerometers. The acceleration signals of the railway axle-boxes
have to be acquired simultaneously. In this example, two vertical acceleration
signals, shown in Figure 5.10, were collected from two axle-boxes of the train,
one from leading bogie and the other from trailing bogie of the same vehicle.
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Chapter 5. Data treatment techniques

These vertical signals have to be acquired from the same side of the vehicle to be
subjected to the same track disturbance.

Figure 5.10: Two axle-boxes vertical acceleration signals obtained from a line test.

Figure 5.11: Simulated vertical acceleration signal of axle with 35% crack.

• Step 2: Filtering the signals.
In this step, the two vertical acceleration signals are filtered using band-pass fil-
ter. The simulations results revealed that the filtered signals give more accurate
estimation for the train speed than the raw signals. Figure 5.12 shows the vertical
acceleration signals after filtering.

• Step 3: Applying the cross-correlation function.
The two filtered signals are divided simultaneously using a rectangular window
with 80% overlapping and the cross-correlation function is applied in each win-
dow to estimate the delay time between the two signals.
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Figure 5.12: The axle-boxes vertical acceleration signals after filtering.

• Step 4: Train speed estimation.

The estimated delay time, calculated in step 3, is inversely proportional with the
train speed and by knowing the longitudinal distance between the two accelerom-
eters (L), the train speed can be calculated at each window using this formula;
V = L

delay time
. Because only one value of the delay time is estimated from each

window and the train speed is assumed constant within each window, the final
train speed curve changes sharply from each window to the adjacent one. There-
fore, a smoothing process is used to reduce the sudden changes of the speed curve
in which the data points of the curve are modified, where, the individual points
that are higher than the immediately adjacent points are reduced, and points that
are lower than the adjacent points are increased. This naturally leads to a smoother
curve and a slower step response of the curve changes. The measured, estimated
(calculated directly from each window) and smoothed train speed are shown in
Figure 5.13.

• Step 5: Coarse angular speed calculation.

By assuming constant effective wheel radius and without considering wheel-rail
creepage, coarse angular speed of the axle can be calculated using the estimated
train speed as; coarse angular speed = V

Rw
(rad/s).

• Step 6: Time- frequency representation (TFR) of the filtered vertical acceleration
signal.

There are several algorithms available for tacho-less techniques. Among them, IF
estimation based on time-frequency representation (TFR) tool is used mostly in
practice. The time and frequency domain information in the vibration signal are
investigated simultaneously in a time-frequency distribution so that the IF of inter-
est can be estimated at each time step. Reference [139] used the spectrogram for
maxima tracking whilst [106] used the spectrogram to estimate the chirp rate so
that the chirplet transform could be used to estimate the component of concerned
IF.
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Chapter 5. Data treatment techniques

Figure 5.13: Measured, estimated and smoothed train speed.

Even though the spectrogram renders a limited time-frequency resolution, it is
used for maxima tracking in this work. This choice is motivated by the computa-
tional efficiency of this method compared to the chirplet transform. Figure 5.14
shows the spectrogram, using Hanning window and 80% overlapping, of the con-
cerned faulty acceleration signal after filtering using band-pass filter. From Fig-
ure 5.14, the harmonics line can easily be noted related to the axle angular speed.

Figure 5.14: The spectrogram of the faulty acceleration signal.
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• Step 7: Estimation of the axle accurate angular speed using maxima tracking
algorithm.

In this step, maxima tracking algorithm [106, 139] is adapted to obtain the axle
accurate angular speed. This algorithm depends on tracking the maxima values of
one harmonic line, the Instantaneous Frequency (IF), of the signal TFR tool (e.g.
the spectrogram). This IF is related to the rotating frequency or angular speed of
the shaft, with time-invariant factor N which is the number of the concerned har-
monic. The traditional tacho-less techniques [106,139] based on maxima tracking
strategies inspect the TFR of the signal off-line to detect the initial maximum value
of the IF. Therefore, there is a limitation on using these techniques in the on-line
condition monitoring.

In this work, the coarse angular speed, obtained in step 5, is converted to fre-
quency (Hz) and then multiplied by N to obtain coarse IF which is used as a ref-
erence to track the maxima values of the concerned IF. Due to the signal noise or
unpredictable changes of operating conditions, traditional maxima tracking meth-
ods can lose the track of the IF but in this proposed approach, the maxima tracking
algorithm is bound to a specified bandwidth (∆f ) with respect to the coarse IF ,
as shown in Figure 5.15. The extracted IF results in a discrete curve depending on
the spectrogram window length and it’s not smooth enough. Therefore, this IF is
smoothed to obtain a continuous smooth curve.

Figure 5.15 presents the coarse IF line (black solid line), the bandwidth lines
(black dotted lines) and the extracted IF (red solid line) for N = 2, all superim-
posed on the signal spectrogram.

Figure 5.15: Coarse IF (solid black line), band width based on coarse If (dotted lines) and fine IF (solid
red line) superimposed on the signal spectrogram.
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Figure 5.16 shows the axle RPM obtained using the tacho-based method (the same
RPM used to simulate the FE model), the axle coarse RPM (obtained from the es-
timated train speed as in step 5) and the axle fine RPM (obtained from maxima
tracking algorithm). The comparison shows that the axle estimated angular speed
(fine RPM) is in good agreement with the one obtained using the tacho-based
method.

Figure 5.16: The axle RPMs using tacho-based method, coarse IF and fine IF.

• Step 8: Applying the proposed signal processing technique.

After extracting the fine IF component, [106, 107, 139] used the angular-velocity
Vold-Kalman filter to obtain a mono-component signal related to the fine IF then
the Hilbert transform was applied to this mono-component signal to extract the
instantaneous phase of the signal over the time. The instantaneous phase provides
a mapping from the time to the angle domain, which is used in vibration signal
order tracking.

In this work, the COT technique mentioned in Section 5.2.4 is applied using the
estimated angular speed obtained in step 7. The main reason behind using the
COT technique rather than using the instantaneous phase is because the effective-
ness and the robustness of the instantaneous phase method is directly affected by
the IF estimation error, the SNR and the bandwidth of Vold-Kalman filter.

Figure 5.17 shows the average order spectra of the angle domain signals calculated
using the tacho-based method (where the RPM used to simulate the FE model is
considered as a tacho-signal) and the proposed tacho-less technique for a faulty
signal with 35% crack.

A good agreement between the two techniques is observed in terms of the wave-
form of angle domain signals and also in terms of the order spectra, although slight
deviations are observed at orders peaks. This small deviation appears because of
using the spectrogram which has limited time-frequency resolution due to its fixed
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Figure 5.17: The average order spectra of the angle domain signals (with 35% crack) (left: using tacho-
based method, right: using proposed tacho-less method).

window length. To overcome this drawback, a variable window length should be
used where wider window applied with low frequencies and narrower window
applied with high frequencies, as introduced in section 5.2.2. Chirplet transform
(CT) could provide a more flexible and effective time- frequency representation
tool than the spectrogram [106, 107]. The choice of using the spectrogram is mo-
tivated because of its computational efficiency compared to the CT.

In order to further extend the comparison, faulty signals constructed from different
crack sizes (from non-cracked axle (0%) until 50% cross-section area cracked with 5%
step) are processed. Figure 5.18 compares the trend with crack size of the magnitude of
the 1xRev, 2xRev and 3xRev harmonics for the processed signals using the tacho-based
and the proposed tacho-less techniques.

Figure 5.18: Trends of first three harmonics of faulty signals after processed using the tacho-based
method and the proposed tacho-less method.
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In figure 5.18 a satisfactory agreement between the two techniques results can be
observed. A small deviation between the two techniques results can be noted due to the
use of the spectrogram with fixed window length, as mentioned before.

As far as the harmonics of the vertical acceleration are concerned in Figure 5.18, the
effect of wheel OOR appears to be dominant for all the harmonics considered especially
with small crack sizes. This is because of the signal caused by wheel OOR disturbance
which is periodic with the wheel turn, hence providing the same NxRev components
caused by crack breathing mechanism, so that this disturbance cannot be separated by
the use of synchronous averaging.

Second example

Same procedures have been applied to another set of measured vertical and horizontal
acceleration signals, shown in Figure 5.19, acquired from axle-boxes of a vehicle during
another line test. Figure 5.20 shows the train speed measured during this test as well as
the estimated speed obtained as previously explained in the first example.

Figure 5.19: Two axle-boxes acceleration signals obtained from a line test.

Figure 5.20: The measured and estimated train speed of the second example.
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Also, in this test, it was not possible to measure the axle RPM therefor, it was ex-
tracted from the measured acceleration signal of the axle to be inspected, as illustrated
in the first example. After simulating the FE model using the extracted RPM, the sim-
ulated vertical and horizontal acceleration signals of the axle with different crack sizes
were obtained and added to the measured signals to construct vertical and horizontal
axle-box signals of faulty axle.

Figure 5.21 presents an example of the simulated signals of axle with 20% crack
size. The faulty vertical and horizontal signals are treated using the tacho-based method
and the proposed tacho-less technique.

Figure 5.21: Simulated acceleration signals of axle with 20% crack.

An example of the processed signals and the order spectra is shown in Figures 5.22
and 5.23 for the vertical and horizontal signals respectively. A good agreement be-
tween the results of the two processing techniques can be observed from Figures 5.22
and 5.23. It’s worth to observe that, for this small crack size (20%), the spectrum of the
horizontal signal gives recognizable harmonic components whilst the spectrum of the
vertical signal cannot. This due to the high influence of wheel OOR disturbance arising
in vertical signals which cannot be eliminated using the synchronous averaging.

The comparison is extended to another set of faulty signals with different crack
sizes and its results is presented in Figure 5.24 for the first three harmonic trends of the
vertical and horizontal signals after treated using the two techniques. Considering Fig-
ure 5.24, the proposed tacho-less technique results give a satisfactory agreement with
the tacho-based method results. Figure 5.24 shows that the harmonic components of
the horizontal axle-box acceleration are weakly affected by the noise introduced by rail
irregularity or by other sources (e.g. wheel OOR) and can be used to detect a crack at
early stage of its propagation. On the other hand, the vertical components are highly
affected by these irregularities, especially wheel OOR disturbance, and the influence
of relatively large size crack can appear in these components, therefore, the vertical
measurements cannot detect the crack at early stage of its propagation.
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Figure 5.22: Average order spectra of the vertical angle domain signals (with 20% crack) (left: using
the tacho-based method, right: using the proposed tacho-less method).

Figure 5.23: Average order spectra of the horizontal angle domain signals (with 20% crack) (left: using
the tacho-based method, right: using the proposed tacho-less method).

Figure 5.24: Trends of first three harmonics of faulty signals after processed using the tacho-based
method and the proposed tacho-less method.
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Considering again the simple threshold definition introduced in Section 4.4, a thresh-
old with value equal to 0.15m/s2 is superimposed on the right subplot of Figure 5.24 as
a horizontal line. Figure 5.24 reveals that the magnitudes of 2xRev and 3xRev harmon-
ics of the horizontal axle-box acceleration exceed the threshold at crack sizes between
15% and 20%, which are almost the same detectable sizes that are reported in Sec-
tion 4.4.

From this chapter, the following points can be summarized:

1. By using faulty signals constructed by adding simulated crack signals to measured
acceleration signals, the proposed signal processing technique including the tacho-
less technique proved to be able to extract information related to the presence of a
crack from non-stationary vibration signals with high background noise.

2. The harmonics components of the vertical axle-box acceleration are strongly af-
fected by the disturbance arising from wheel OOR profile.

3. The 2xRev and 3xRev components of the horizontal axle-box acceleration are
almost insensitive to the effect of wheel OOR disturbance, hence, can be used for
the continuous monitoring of axle integrity.

4. Cracks with size in the order of 15-20% of the total cross-section area can be
detected using the horizontal axle-boxes measurements (based on the simple cri-
terion of crack detection defined in Chapter 4).
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CHAPTER6
Conclusions and Future work

6.1 Conclusions

To maintain European railway at an advanced level as one of the safest transportation
means in Europe, condition monitoring for some safety critical components in the ve-
hicles is strongly needed. Railway wheelsets are one of the important elements affect
the reliability of railway vehicles (passenger and freight rolling stock elements) in the
perspective of safety. Wheelsets consist of three main components, the wheels, the axle
and the bearings. The axles are one of the most critical components in railway vehicles
since their failure can lead to derailment and, potentially, to catastrophic accidents.

Because the axles are operating under harsh conditions of rotating bending at high
number of cycles, a large proportion of all accidents in the rail industry, related to
rolling stock failures, is due to crack propagation in the axles. Cracks in railway axles
generally propagate in a plane perpendicular to the axles axis, taking the name of trans-
verse cracks. Railway axles are inspected periodically at regular intervals, e.g. for
freight wagons, every 600,000 km or 6-year distance, to detect any defects and prevent
axles rupture.

To perform an effective inspection test (e.g. Magnetic Particles and Ultra-Sonic),
axles need to be removed from the bogie at the maintenance schedule and disassemble
the auxiliary systems to access to the main body of the axles which means time, effort
and money consuming. Although the high standards of present engineering practice in
non-destructive inspection of axles, fatigue induced in-service failures of railway axles
still occasionally occur, representing a serious threat to the safe operation of railway
systems. Therefore, it’s needed to introduce an innovative and effective approach for
railway axle continuous structural health monitoring (SHM) to play a pivotal role in
further reducing occasional in-service failures of railway axles, which is not meant to
replace the existing non-destructive test (NDT) inspections, but rather to serve as an
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additional safety measuring tool.

In this thesis, a new method of continuous SHM for railway axles, based on measur-
ing the axle in-service bending vibration to detect the presence of a crack, is proposed.
Due to the so-called crack breathing mechanism, the presence of a crack perturbs the
axi-symmetric bending stiffness of the axle, affecting the bending vibration at frequen-
cies that are multiple integers of the frequency of revolution, referred to as NxRev. The
proposed SHM strategy therefore entails the measure of the first 3 harmonic compo-
nents of axle vibration.

This strategy has been successfully applied in the past to the detection of cracks in
turbine shafts. However, in the case of railway axles the detection of NxRev compo-
nents is more problematic due to:

1. The high level of disturbance generated by track irregularity and wheel out-of-
roundness (OOR). Indeed, the level of vertical axle-box acceleration caused by
track irregularity can be up to 500 m/s2 whereas the amplitude of the acceler-
ation caused by the crack is in the order of magnitude of 1 m/s2. Wheel OOR
typically causes lower amplitudes of axle-box acceleration compared to track ir-
regularity, but the component of the signal caused by this disturbance is periodic
with the wheel turn, hence providing the same NxRev components caused by
crack breathing mechanism, so that this disturbance cannot be separated by the
use of synchronous averaging.

2. Railway axles are rotating at speeds below their first critical speed, whereas shafts
in turbomachinery and other industrial machinery are often working above at least
the first critical speed.

3. Limited space is available in wheelsets to install the measuring sensors because
the axle body is providing support for auxiliary systems.

4. The angular speed of railway axles is changing in complicated way therefore, it
produces non-stationary vibration signals.

Considering these challenges, a combination of modelling, simulation and testing
activities have been carried out to assess the possibility of using the SHM approach
proposed in this thesis. Three models have been built based on non-linear Finite Ele-
ment (FE) models of the cracked railway axle and simulated at different conditions of
crack sizes, crack locations and track disturbances.

After examination of the State of the Art, the first model, non-linear solid Finite
Element model of cracked railway solid/hollow axle, is developed using 3D elements
(C3D8R) included in the commercial software ABAQUS/CAE representing the crack
by means of non-linear contact elements with or without friction. This model is expen-
sive from calculation time point of view because it represents the exact size and shape
of railway axle (even with some simplifications for 3D analysis).

To overcome the drawback of highly computationally intensive of the solid FE
model, the second model of a cracked axle is defined using Timoshenko beam Finite
Element with 6 DOFs per node and a simplified crack breathing mechanism model is
applied to a specific element, depending on the crack location, to represent the change
of the cross-section area and moments (A, Jx, Jz and Jxz). The Timoshenko beam FE
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model was coded by MATLAB and verified using results obtained from the solid FE
model and against results measured from full-scale rotating bending tests performed
on the Dynamic Test Bench for Railway Axles available at the labs of Politecnico di
Milano. After validation, different sizes and locations of the crack are simulated for
different boundary conditions of railway axle.

Because the proposed SHM technique needs to take into account properly the effect
of disturbances associated with track irregularity, wheel OOR and flexibility of the
track, more realistic boundary conditions than the ones used in the solid FE and the
beam FE models need to be considered for the wheelset. A multi-body (MB) model of
a railway vehicle also considering track flexibility is merged with the Timoshenko beam
FE model of one cracked axle to form a detailed model of a railway vehicle with one
cracked axle (third model). To this aim, the beam FE model is used because it is highly
efficient from the computational point of view compared with the solid FE model. In
this model, called MB-FE model, the crack breathing mechanism is applied to a specific
beam element, depending on the crack location. Also, in this model, track flexibility in
vertical and lateral directions has been considered by using the so called "moving track
models". The moving track models are assumed to follow the longitudinal forward
movement of the vehicle.

The MB model has a total of 57 degrees of freedom (DOF), whereas the Timoshenko
beam model has 180 DOF (30 nodes, 6 DOF for each node). Therefore, the MB-FE
model has a total of 237 DOF. The MB-FE model was coded in MATLAB and verified
by Polimi conventional railway vehicle MB software (ADTReS). After verification, the
MB-FE model is used to study the influence of crack propagation, at two positions, on
the vibration signals measured at the axle-box in vertical and horizontal (perpendicular
to the axle axis in travelling direction), directions.

A tentative crack detection criterion, depending on the mean value (µ) and standard
deviation (σ) of a healthy (without considering crack) acceleration signal is proposed.

After examination of the State of the Art, different signal processing techniques are
tested to propose an effective technique able to extract the useful information from
noisy and non-stationary vibration signals which are representative of signals obtained
from railway field. The proposed technique is a combination of diverse techniques from
the State of the Art. Because the proposed signal processing technique requires a tacho-
signal but in some railway vehicles, it’s not possible to add a tachometer hardware, a
tacho-less technique suitable for railway continuous SHM applications is proposed and
validated.

From the results of the numerical and experimental activities, the following conclu-
sions are formulated:

1. The presence of a crack in railway axle affects not only the vertical vibration, but
also the horizontal one (perpendicular to the axle axis in travelling direction) gen-
erating harmonic components of bending vibration at frequencies that are multiple
integers of the frequency of revolution of the axle, mainly the first three harmonics
(1xRev, 2xRev and 3xRev), which can be used to detect the axle crack.

2. Axle-boxes measurements can be used to detect the presence of a crack at any
position along the axle.
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3. The measure of the horizontal vibration provides a promising indicator of axle
fault development because this component is nearly insensitive to the effect of
various sources of disturbance, particularly wheel OOR, compared to vertical vi-
bration.

4. The signal processing technique proposed in this thesis is able to rule out the sig-
nal components that are unrelated to the angular speed of the axle and provides an
order spectrum which enables the clear tracking of NxRev components of vibra-
tion even in presence of large noise caused by wheel-rail interaction.

5. The proposed tacho-less technique is suitable for the continuous SHM of railway
applications, thus avoiding using tachometer hardware.

6. The simple criterion for crack detection, introduced in this work, shows the pos-
sibility of detecting cracks with size in the order of 15-20% of the total section
area, depending on the crack location. This means that crack detection accord-
ing to the method proposed here can be performed when the crack size is still
much smaller than its critical size, so that the cracked axle can be safely put out
of service avoiding dangerous in-line failures.

7. The proposed method represents a promising opportunity for railway axle contin-
uous SHM, which is not meant to replace the existing NDT inspections, but rather
to serve as an additional safety measure to eliminate occasional in-service failures.

6.2 Future work

Some further developments and experiments have been left for the future work due to
lack of time:

• The accuracy and sensitiveness of the proposed continuous SHM technique, in-
cluding all the disturbance effects related to wheel-rail interaction, have to be
investigated experimentally. Therefore, as an example, tests on a full-scale roller
rig for a complete railway vehicle incorporating one or two cracked axles could
be carried out.

• More effective, robust and accurate definition for threshold of railway axle defect
detection needs to be introduced. For instance, a threshold definition based on
a statistical outlier analysis (e.g. Mahalanobis Squared Distance) applied to the
harmonics amplitudes has to be investigated. Moreover, since this is a threshold-
based detection, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves have to be cal-
culated in order to prove the robustness of the technique against false positives
(false indications of the presence of a crack).

• The use of the Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) technique is
recommended for signal de-noising because this approach is suitable for analyzing
non-linear and non-stationary signals. Currently, this approach is highly compu-
tationally intensive, but its development is progressing fast.
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